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In Our 91st Year

United Press International

Murray Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 23, 1970
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Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County
Vol. LXXXXI No. 173

School Tax Rate Drops; Budgets Are Up
Over $17 Million Spent
Each Year On Cars Here

Watermelon Feast
To Be Held At MSU

Income Of Schools
Frozen Although
Pupil Census Grows

Students, faculty
depend upon how much the car is
- (Special is the Ledger &Times) used. For 11,000 mile operation
and staff, and their families will
NEW YORK,-Calloway County
a be the guests of the Murray State
families who will be taking they total $395, or 3.95 cents
University faculty social comon average.
mile,
this
automible
by
trine
vacation
student Both the Murray City School receive $890,192.00 under the
the
and
14.5
mittee
The
mile,
total
per
cost
need
they
summer will find that
with 12.0 cents organization on Monday, July 27, System and the Calloway County Foundation Program with a total
fatter pocketbooks than in former cents, compares
for the traditional All-Campus School System presented their from outside district sources at
flve years ago.
years.
On this basis, Calloway County Watermelon Feast.
budgets to the Calloway Fiscal (Continued On Pow Taw)
The cost of everything is up.
are
spending
residents
Hotel and motel rates are higher, Some $17,666,000 a year to own Scheduled from 2:30 to Court yesterday. Both budgets
food costa more, toll collectiona and operate the 12,200 cars in use 4:30 p.m. on the lawn west of are larger than last year and both
are more frequent and WWI locally.
the
university the city and the county school tax
Oakhurst,
taxes are bigger in many MY.
free feed rate were lowered in order to
the
home,
Local gas stations have been president's
The findings are based upon
22nd
time
for the conform with state law that
mark
the
will
profiting from the general insurvey of vacation travel
ac- school systems may not receive
summer
special
activity,
in
travel. Their gross
more funds than they did the
throughout the country, made by crease auto
to
J.
Matt
Sparkman,
cording
Automobile receipts in the past year reached vice president for student affairii. previous year.
American
the
$3591,000, a rise over the 1968 total
Association
House Bill 1 allowed school Two traffic collisions in the city
of $3362.000.
As a result, the figures show,a
boards to take two 10 per cent of Murray were investigated by
be
will
couple
County
Calloway
increases after 1966 and froze the Murray Police Department
spending approximately $39.50 a
their income at that level. As on Wednesday. This makes a
day this year, traveling
property values in the city and total of seventeen for the month
modestly, or about $6 a day more
county increase, the two boards of July.
No injuries were
have no alternative but to drop reported on the reports filed by
care
take
will
t
.
oun
1965
tam
in
Tha
than
a
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license
his
of
Beaman
Harold
presenting
Is
Board,
the
Dr. Ralph Elchenberger, Chairman of
*hp afirarsz yowton-IP:,
the tax rate.
the necessities but not such ex_
Nassiagiloroe Administrator. nt left is Acting Commissioner if Health, Dr. William P. McElwain,
According to law the Fiscal
The first occurred at 9:40 a.m.
et
will he;Ifer;eI
Home Adminhatteleirin aim serves as secreta.g to the"card of Unaware tor Y"
The Retail Trade Committee of to refrigerators
entzt - spprom th.i -tax between a 1966 Oldsmobile four
l and
greatly
siona-to places of
long as they are door driven by Sandy Keys
the Murri* Clamber of COMrds the budgets as
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Saile
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Sed
Ther
threat.
merce announced today that
correctly presented.
Outland of Bloomfield Hills,
clear
to
cost
opportunity
mil
trip
an
two-week
merchant
a
Thus,
Murray's Annual Sidewalk Sale
The city school tax rate will Mich., and a 1962 Ford four door
inand
of
stock
minimum
summer
a local couple a
have an overall decrease from 55
will be held on Friday and out all
Lee Boitnott of
4
troduce new fall merchandise. cents to 53.7 cents. This decrease driven by Robert
about $550. It assumes that
August 7th and 8th.
Saturday,
Many of the store clerks will be is due both to the increased prices 712 Elm Street, Murray.
get 14 miles to the gallon of gas
Committee statement dressed in unusual outfits, and a
Police said Boitnott was going
and that they cover an average of The
that this year's great many of the shoppers will of property and the retirement of south on North 12th Street and
opinion
the
voiced
day.
per
miles
300
the system's sinking fund bonds.
the biggest
wearing costumes of their The county school tax rate will made a left turn onto Chestnut
The $39.50 daily budget sidewalk sale will be
Harold G. Beaman, Adstores be
more
with
history,
Street in front of the Outland car
in
and
meals
choice.
providar for $14.00 for
ministrator of West View Nursing
drop from X cents per $100 to 33 going north on North llth Street
participating than ever before. It The stores will operate
for
$14.00
another
snack'',
by
Home,was recently appointed
assessed
$100
per
cents
almost all
Damage to the Outland car was
Sidewalk Sale on their regu
lodging, $8.50 for gas and oil and is expected that
Governor Louie B. Nunn to serve
evaluation.
the right. front fender and
on
downtown stores, and some of the
miscellaneous.
and
tips
for
the
hours,
$3.00
3pening and closing
on the Kentucky Board of
The 1970 General Assembly bumper and to the Boitnott car on
shopping centers will be offering announcement said.
Licensure for Nursing Home
passed a law which will relax the the right rear quarter panel
sidewalk and
The AAA report also answers, bargains from the
to some extent.
Administrators. This board was
taxing
The other collision occurred at
interiors.
stores
the
for Calloway County car owners, from
created by the 1970 General
Heretofore the school districts 11.21 a.m. on Sycamore Street
how
of
question
all-important
the
taxing
are
merchants
Murray
Assembly to develop and enforce
could not enjoy revenue from between a 1988 Cortina two door
much it costa them per year to Inventory of their stock now, to
any increased assessment which driven by Sharon McCuinton
the standards which must be met
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Cope
cars.
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operate
for
needs
and
ordering
ilardin died own
determine the
by individuals in order to receive Dennis
came about because of increased Johnson of Murray Route Two
p.m. at his
seven
at
Tuesday
a
Home
yew
$144e
now
is
average
The
the biggest sales event of the
prices of property. The only and a 1968 Pontiac two door
The followhig letter was written a license as a Nursing
home. He was 62 years of age. for a standard-size car in the year. If last year can be used as a
it had was to lower hardtop owned by Carl Garland
alternative
about ten years ago by Administrator.
Mrs.
wife,
his
are
medium price range, with yardstick,everyting from lamella
issue licenses to Survivors
rate.
tax
school
the
and driven by Shirley Edwards
songwriter Sy Miller and his wife, The board will
Mrs. automatic transmission, driven
have met the Lois Cope; one daughter,
the former actress Jill Jackson. individuals who
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Hardin;
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Wayne
Joe
annually.
miles
10,000
standards and will insure that
Police said the Garland car had
School will be held at the First to enjoy the tax revenue from
three sons, Carl Thomas Cope
This takes into account the
made a left turn off South 12th
It was "discovered" about a year individuals licensed as Nursing and Arthur Lee Cope, both of fixed costs--for depreciation,
South 4th Street, new building.
Church,
Baptist
rs will
school Street onto Sycamore Street and
ago by Rev. Francis J. Caffrey of Home Administrato
Murray, starting Monday, Beginning next year the
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be
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rate
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the Maryknoll Fathers and since comply with such
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of Newport, Mich.;
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Mr. Beaman is presently Joe Cope
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31.
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Friday,
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day.
Administrator of West View
circulation. Classes for nursery through assessment, including any in- and skidded in front of the
One; nine grandchildren. _The other costs, covering gas,
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will
be
services
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maintenance,
OIL tires and
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Father Caffrey has been at- Kentucky
Home
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Warford principal of values as well as new building. the police report.
Home
Earl
By United Press International Rev.
of the Collier Funeral
temption to restore woman's Association.
City School officials pointed out
Damage was reported to the
Heavy rains spun off tropical the school.
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the administration of West View,
home at 1114 Sycamore Street.
department are Mrs. Bernice 71 will be $1,054,95432,.
much of the Southeast.
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cilie, tlittrmer Betty Lou Ellis
*zing district will be $591,890.
Virginia as rainfall of two to Eugene Russell, Beginner I; Mrs.
This letter has been described of Hopkinsville, reside at 1506
Brice Ratterree, Beginner II; Taxes from within the district
six inches was expected.
from
as "a simple, powerful message Johnson Blvd. with their two
Mrs J. M. Baucum, Primary 1; will include $349,352.00
Mrs. Bessie Waldrop of 1603
taxes, and $55,000 from
property
II;
challenging today's animalistic, children, Charles David and
Primary
Russell,
W.
A.
Mrs
Becky
A tornado spawned by
Ryan Avenue, Murray, passed
of Carol Anne.
image
Primary the three per cent utility tax.
sex-oriented
away WS morning at 5:05 at the destroyed two homes and Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger,
today
difficult
It's
I; $570,700.00 is anticipated from
nemantsced.
Junior
Belt,
John
Mrs.
III;
Swainat
persons
County
two
injured
-Calloway
Plans are being made for Murray
Revival services will be held at
the Foundation Program.
H;
for a girl or young woman to
Junior
Warford,
Earl
Mrs.
Another
Wednesday.
of
age
the
Ga.,
sboro,
at
moving the Murray-Calloway Hospital. Her death
United
Independence
The school tax in the city is as the
III.
Junior
believe anyone really cares about
Morris,
P.
Calvin
Mrs.
the
accompanied
County Library into its new 81 followed an extended illness. twister which
46.9 cents per $100 on Methodist Church starting
follows
s
morality, feminity and virtue in
superintendent
the
of
Each
in
building on Main Street, ac- The deceased was the widow of storm destroyed three homes
by various property, 6.8 cents per $100 Sunday, July 26, and continuing
our society. But the challenge is
Tommy Waldrop who died Panacea, Fla. No injuries were will be assisted
cording to officials.
special voted school building fund through Saturday, August I.
simply stated for all to meet, "I
workers.
Books may be checked in and February 18,1969. Stie was born reported.
Rev. for a total of 53.7 cents per $100. Rev. Julian Warren of the
are
know you will find a way" says
workers
general
The
than
more
had
Ga.,
Athens,
County
March 3,1889, in Calloway
The Solo Cup Foundation, 7431 Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Newsom out of the library at its present
Mrs. James The Calloway County School Church Grove United Methodist
and her parents were the late one inch of rain in six hours Warlord, principal;
East End Avenue, Chicago, will be honored with a golden location until Tuesday, July 28.
Mrs. Allen System has a budget for the year Church, Benton, will be the guest
secretary;
Parker,
W.
four
The library will then be closed John Radford and Matilda Stone! early today. More than
evangelist.
W. R. 1970-71 of $1,253,940.00.
Illinois 60649
agent;
purchasing
wedding anniversary tea at their for several days for moving Radford. Mrs. Waldrop was a inches of rain fell at Tallahas- Rose,
to Prayer circles will start at 7:45
Howard, music; Mrs. W. B. Property taxes are expected
home on Mayfield Route Five in purposes. The exact opening member of the Coldwater United see, Fla., Wednesday.
and read; $2;?1,417.70 and the utility p.m. and the services will begin
the Gobo community on Sunday,
Lighter Irail • sad chilly Parker_ Miss Becky SILLI35.
Methodist Church.
tax $67,000.00. Total district tax at eight p.m.
We picked up the letter from August 2,from two to five p.m. date will be announced in the
refreshWasher,
D.
Jamie
Mrs.
North
extended
near future, according to hfrs. Survivors are four daughters, temperatures
collections will amount to The public is invied to attend, heCe it is
The couple was married on Margaret Trevathan, librarian. Mrs. Pauline Cobb of St. Louis, and West from the storm front. ments.
according to the church pastor,
$348,748.99.
community
the
of
children
All
by
Tenn.,
August 3, 1920 in Paris,
Mo., Mrs. Emily Jones of Benton Scattered showers and thunderexpects to Rev. John Bradley.
system
county
The
attend,
to
b what "Open Letter to Justice of the Peace W. P. Erwin.
Route Three, Mrs. Grade Nell storms moved through the Ohio , are invited
TV Fire
They were attended by the late
Mug" says:
The Murray Fire Department Hanley of Benton Route Eight, and lower Mississippi RivertFray Cope.
- "I am a Woman.
was called to the residence at 1105 and Mrs. Rebecca Jo Burkeen of valleys.
-_ "I am your wife, your Mrs. Newsom is the former Vine Street last night about nine Taylor. Mich.; three sons, The high temperature in
late
the
of
Wednesday
sweetheart, your mother, your Avis Riley, daughter
o'clock. Smoke was corning from Redford Waldrop of Warren, Nashville, Tenn.,
Henry and Martha Riley. Mr.
Mich., Robert Waldrop of was 68 degrees, more than 20
other
no
but
televi3ion,
the
Tan)
-(Continuri On Paws
Newsom is the son of the late
Murray, and Charles Waldrop of degrees below normal for the
damage was reported.
Andrew and Loma Newsom.
West Lake, Ohio; nineteen date.
Mr. Newsom is a retired emgrandchildren; twenty-one great
ployee of the Mayfield Milling
Cats and Kittens
grandchildren.
Showers and thunderstorms
Company and Mrs. Newsom is a
Funeral services have been were also frequent from the
retired employee of the Merit Three Manx cats and three scheduled for Monday at two Rockies westward and from
Clothing Company.
Uslitod Press latersational
kittens are free to persons for p.m. at the Coldwater United New Mexico and Aricona to the
They are the parents of one son, pets. The owner says they would Methodist Church with Rev. Dakotas.
Ellis Newsom, Jr., of Newbern.
adorable pets. For in- James Griffeth and Rev. Alfred
West Kentucky-Mostly Tenn., and they have two make
formation call 7534521.
Coff officiating. Grandsons will Fair skies and seasonal
cloudy, slightly warmer today grandchildren, Gary and Mark
serve 81 pallbearers.
and early tonight with a slight Newsom.
temperatures prevailed from
Interment will be in the Bazzell
chance of showers this afternoon
Bppei Mississippi Valley to
the
and Mrs. Newsom are life
Mr.
Cemetery with the arrangements
Two Cited
and occasional light drizzle long residents of the Gobo comNew England
Funeral
H.
the
Churchill
Max
by
northeast early today. Partly munity.
Two persons were cited by the Home where friends may call
cloudy and warmer Friday. High
Police Department after five p.m. today (Thursday.
Murray
60s,
in
tonight
low
708,
in
today
Free Kitten
and last night. They
yesterday
of
Probability
80s.
high Friday in
person has 8 1-1 Siamese
A
noise
for
unnecessary
were
one
per
20
measurable precipitation
kitten that would make a nice pet
and one for reckless driving and
Hicks Cemetery
cent today
to
give away For information
officer.
police
Bro. Wayne Lamb, superin- fleeing a
The Hicks Cemetery will hold cell
TVA LAKE STAGES
tendent of the Paris District of
Its annual meeting on Saturday
By United Press International
the United Methodist Church, will
morning, July 25. Donations are
Midnight
7 a.m.
COMMUNICATION IN TEACHING-Four supervising teachers from Calloway County sod
Game
Changed
Ground
Camp
Free Pets
preach at the Cates
being accepted for the paving of
schools enrolled in a three-day summer student teaching workshop at Murray State
Murray
fluctuate
357.2
Savannah
United Methodist on Sunday. July
the drive around the cemetery
get an explanation of an audio-visual teaching aid by Dr. John Taylor, a co-director of the
University
Little
AllLeague
Murray
The
356.8 fluctuate 26, at 945 a.m.
Perryville
Eight fuzzy kittens, about eight
I left te right I are Crystal Parks, Hazel Elementary; Eleanor Miller, Lynn Grove
Skews
weetaliop.
357.0 fall 0.5 The superintendent will also star game scheduled for tonight
Johnsonville
weeks old, and two mother cats,
and Mildred Lowe, Robertsou Elementary.
357.3. fall 0.5 speak at the homecoming ser- at 8.30 p.m in the Mayfield All donations for this purpose can 1161X1 mousers,are free to persons Elementary; Mildred Lassiter. Faxon Elementary;
Scott Fitzhugh
Student Teaching." About 40
357.3 fall 0 4 vices of the Mt. Carmel United District Tournament has been be given Saturday or to the for Pets. For information call Theme of the non-credit workshop July 20-22 was "Communications in
Eggners Ferry
from Murray State were
hetehers
supervise
snidest
who
teachers
6
Rudy
at
high
school
and
tonight
30
to
elementary
p.m.
changed
members,
Hickory
committee
the
04
357 3 fall
Kentucky HW
153-2494 or come to
Methodist at 11 a.m. Sunday and
'
enrolled.
I)
E.
or
to
Farris,
according
Bobby urogan.
301.3 Rise 2.5 at the Goshen United Methodist
Kentucky TW
Grove Church of Christ par(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
president of the league.
Winchester.
sbnage .
Chtwch at seven p.m. on Sunday.
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KENTUCKY

1 Con Edison
Cooper Explains Reasons For
Borrows Page Voting Against Postal Bill
From Pygmalion

MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS
Stanley F. YolleS, M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

Senator Cooper, who voted
against the Postal
Reorganization bill on Tuesddy
evening, explained his reasons
for doing so in a short speech on
the Senate Floor.
Cooper said that he supported
the increased pay for postal
workers and had voted to make
the pay advances retroactive to
April 16, 1970. "My opposition to
the bill is the compulsory union
section." The House bill permits
postal workers to become
embers of a union if they desire!
but there is no compulsory
requirement. The Senate bill
requires all postal employees to
become members of a union
shop. Cooper noted that he ha

voted for the Taft-Hartley Act
which provided for uniooabosatur
craft and industrial workers. -I
do not believe that any citizen of
the United States should be
required to become a member of
condition for
a union as a
working off his own government.
Also, I believe that the first
loyalty of all of us who are employed by the Government must
be to the Government of the
United States." The bill now goes
to a Conference of House and
Senate members.
Senator Cooper said that he
would vote for the bill when it is
returned to the Senate if the
compulsory union section is
eliminated.

Business Today
By JANE PECK
CPI Business Writer
NEW YORK (UPI) —Con
Edison has borrowed a leaf
Entered Dady at the Poet Catface. Murray. Kennick3. far
President Nixon on
from the George Bernard Shaw
Drug Abase
transmission as Second Ciass Manee
play, "Pygmalion," to strengPresident Nixon recently isEUMIECIFTION &ATER. By Carrier M Murray, per peek
pet
then a program tor minority
llama 41-412. In Ceaaway and ading tountass, per year. eLaa; sued a statement on drug abuse
group employes.
Loom is X.;We, eAsiewnere VAAL All lerflOC M LOGnPIAMIN gus that should be read by every
New
York's
big
power
American:
-Tup Unimanding lade Amos et a Gommemety be the
company sends girls in its
In recent months, there have
clerical training group to the
inssigens01 $e aieweganar"
been stones about two heroin
Ophelia de Vore School of
addicts that starkly illustrated
Charm as part of a 26-week
THURSDAY — JULY 23. 1971
the ominous nature of the narcotics problems. Like many adtraining program.
dicts, one of them not only used
The utility added the charm
the drug, but sold it. Their
school to its training sequence
stories were, in fact, different
when it launched a partially
from those of other drug adTI$ PHI
federally funded program in
dicts in only one minor aspect:
July, 1969. In looking back one
p each was only 12 years old.
year, Bruce Wittmer, director
"One boy is being treated
of personnel administration,
for addiction at a clinic. The
feels the touch of charm has
Mrs Edith Banks, age 75, died today at her home on other died from an overdose
been all for the good. "Given
of heroin.
the Coldwater Road.
Tonight thru Tuf
this
extra bit of help on
"Drug
addiction
among
his
on
home
Street
Poplar
bricked
has
Dunn
L.
"L.
grooming, the girls are more
age youth is increasing
rutusirEPIETIIRES PRESENTS
and made it larger at the back," from the column, school
at an alarming rate. Although
enthusiastic and more ready to
Robert
Murray."
Lee,
Around
right,
of
the
Heard
-Seen &
Peoples Bank is shown congratulating Sid believe
funds for drug education and
the
company
has
Guests in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gene Landolt are training have grown six-fold be- Easley on being the winner for guessing the nearest to the amount of something for them," he said.
money
on
the
money
tree
tween
fiscal
of
1969
and
fiscal
the
Peoples
Bank
at
Clark
Ronnie
Terre,
Bonne
Landolt
and
of
the
Janet
Miss
Murray- Ophelia de Vore put it
1971, the situation calls for Calloway County Fair last week. The amount was $60.03
and another way. "By helping
Mo.
much greater effort."
Easley's guess was $60.01.
trainees improve their personal TEMPE, ARIZ.—Marion D.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "Wakeita-When
The President next outlined
, a faculty member of
appearance we try to convince
Its Over" with Ernie Kovacs.
six major points of the new
University,
them that longer range goals urray State
effort. These include4 teacher
also are attainable." The school urray, is participating this
training, education, and other
in the 12th annual Desert
has developed a similar proprojects and will be covered in
iology Institute at Arizona State
subsequent columns of Mental
gram for McGraw-Hill.
Health Matters, owing to their
Now in its 24th year, the De University, nine miles east of
importance to every citizen and
Vore
school was selected by Phoenix.
cause 01 the poor for his own
By Lewis Sharpley
community in the country.
college
and
Con
Ed
because
of
its Thirty-two
selfish
or
reasons.
political
COLUMBUS.
Ohio—Greater
President Nixon closed his
experience in the black commu- university biology instructors
"In
the
past
Office
responsibility
the
of
for
the
states
in
special remarks on the drug
from 23 states are enrolled in the
operating anti-poverty programs Economic Opportunity (0E0) nity, including pioneer work in
jez•titste, ,epenetred by the
problem • ifinT it-Strong state- is the sensible new policy of, the has had many enemies on both osCrand
National-Science Foundati.
de
Vete,
one
ofthe
first
MOPS that • the- -Administration'
black
Nixon administration, CrOv. Louis sides of the poVerty beerier. The
which began June 71 and will
was placing high priority op B. Nunn of
loudest voices are from those models, heads the Grace Del
Kentucky
told
the
Deaths reported are Mrs. C. Simpson of Murray and the
whole fight on drug abuse.
Marco black modeling agency continue through Aug. 1.
dissatisfied
Midwestern
the
of
with
lack
Governors'
ConHenry Rogers of Granite City, Ill.
TEERNICZLINI• Ptst. h
As an indication, he pointed
During the 12 years of the ASU
permanency in breaking the as well as the school. She else
here today.
A PARAMOUNT PULSE
Murray and Douglas High Schools will open on out an invigorated effort in the ference
program, more than 450 college
is
a
consultant
to
companies
sutotte fts0 '444*.
"The programs we formulate poverty cycle.
field
of
drug
abuse
training
and
biology teachers throughout the
September 5, according to W. Z. Carter, city school
MEHL AVININEES
to help the poor must never "The President has expressed planning moves into predomineducation.
antly black areas. The school's nation have spent the summer
superintendent.
"Closely related to these proj- disregard the human elements a willingness, no later than last
The Army has announced that Camp Breckenridge ects." he said. "is this Admin- involved—the deep sense of in- week in Louisville, to do most famous alumnae are studying the desert and the
Diahann Carroll, Lucille Rich factors that,affect its plant and oTeTeTeltaTaTeLY.-T.
in Kentucy will be opened as a replacement training istration's decision to more than dividuality and pride that something about this missing and
animal growth.
Melba Toliver.
double
the
amount
of
money
characterize the people of
center.
In the program, as a whole, Dr. Gordon L. Bender, ASU
that will be spent this fiscal year Midwest America," Nunn
said.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Mahan and daughter, Sue, have On research into the effects of
most trainees are men, since professor of zoology, is director
"They do not want -a handout.
been vacationing in Oak Ridge, Tenn., and the Great marihuana on man"
the bulk of Con Ed's entry4evel of the program which features six
•lor •••(
They
want
a
hand
up.
,
Lack of research knowledge,
ROARS TO WRONG PLACE
60000000000(
positions involve some physical weeks of course work, two o •000009.9S);
Smoky Mountains.
nnelnr,cancerw)(
"All of this points to a greater
in-depth and on a wide scale,
4:11111Nt
fp.on. Mon. tho 141.)(
labor. Con Ed accepted 400 which are debted to field trips
has been one of the chief ham- realization of the advantages of a
1 Asa. Sat. & SMIL _ pc
L
SCUNTHORPE,
England applicants, all from disadvan- Arizona, California, Nevada
.0nAnnneini-Innrrrnnnni,^nc
pering factors in building bases federal-state-local and private
Utah.
for sound programs to deal partnership for development. No (DPI) —A motorcyclist roared taged backgrounds and moet
:Tonight thru
with the widespread and much- one of these can operate at top into a Scunthorpe Police Station from black and Puerto Ricen
*
" DC
*
talked-about problem of mari- efficiency in isolation."
Wednesday, screeching to a areas of the city, for training
3c
over a two-year period.
huana smoking.
DC
The governor warned that halt in front of the cells.
Nearly
trainees
cover
wide!
Tho
a
15,000
DC
species
of
The President closed his state- "isolation leads to
policemen
charged
Surprised
degradation.
DC
range of ability when they insect life, 80 per cent of the
ment by saying:
DC
The invaluable assets of dignity him with driving while intoxi"One of the great tragedies of
world's
total,
enter.
have
been
"Some
.Now there are diversities of gifts, but the same
are
found
unable
to
cated and led him the few
the past decade has been that and self-worth are lost, and
write their own names and and classified in the Amazon
Spirit.—I Corinthians 12:4.
our schools, where our children polarization of the poor from a remaining steps to jail.
have no sense of time, while River basin.
There are sortie gifts that cannot be capitalized on. should learn about the wonder society seeking only to help is
others would have been in
Some of these gifts make charming friends and neigh- of Ore, have often been the perpetuated. Under such cir*
college under different circum3(
bors, but make no one wealthy nor famous. They may place where they learn the liy- cumstances we should not be
stances," Wittmer said.
EVERY
MIME
ORATE
647,353
male
ins—and
are
!here
sometimes
surprised
actual-when
the
Door
begin to
be fabulously useful any way.
To date, about 60 per cent of
death of drug abuse.
march to the beat of another teachers and 1,350,517 women
the trainees have completed the
-There is no priority higher drum...the ;drum of
public
nations
the
in
teachers
IMMO1101. MEM FETNES RUM
the
program and remain with the
in this Administration than to misguided
militant using the schools
JAPIES
STEWART Di
see
company
that
as
children—and
regular
the
pubemployes.
NIARCHOS FREE
1k—learn the facts about drugs
Nineteen trainees have qualiHENRY FONDA
OBSERVER KILLED
in the right way and for the
fied for high school equivalency
ATHENS (UPI)—Greek judiright purposes through educadiplomas.
ciary sources said Thursday the
tion."
The program includes one
Since
goverrinvvit has lifted a travel
tsrte..414.1/ 1 4/11
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Tin Years Ago Today

Former MSU
Staffer Is
At Arizona

Nunn Hails New Federal-State
Relations On Poverty Level

20 Years Ago Today

,51231D

Bible Thoughtfor Today
•

magnate Staving Niarchos following the death of his wife
May 4 and that he had gone to
Londixi.
Niarchos posted bond of
$16,000, the sources said
A coroner said Eugenia
iliaIthos, 44, iffied of barbiturate poisoning. An inquiry into
the death was ordered.

from Sweden was
killed and a U.N. observer from
New Zealand wounded Thursday by Egyptian small arms
fire on the Sues Canal, an
laraeli
military
spokesman
said. The Swedish officer was
iderriified oniy Sr Maj. Boguad
and the New Zealander as Maj
Fox.
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By United Press International'
Today is Thurs., July 23, die
tO4th day of 1970 with 161 to
follow.
The moon is between its fulls
phase and last quarter,
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury', Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1329, William Burt of
Mount Vernon, Mich., received
a patent for his "typographer",
claimed to be the ...first
typewriter.- •
•
In 1904,
was born. Charles Menches of
St. Louis, Mo., called on a
young lady carrying a bouquet
of flowers and an ice cream
sandwich. She fashioned one
sandwich layer into a vase!'
...thus suggesting a cone type '
holder for the ice cream.
In 1945, Marshal Henri Petain
of France went on trial in Paris
to face charges of World War
treason.
In 1968, eight persons, six of
hem policemen, were killec
during a racial disorder in
Cleveland.
A thought for the day
Somerset Maugham said, "The
tragedy of love is indifference.*:
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NEW YORK (UPI)- The
Federal Trade Commlaion, in
a booklet "Color TV and the
X-ray Problem," suggesh that
viewers follow these _precautions:

STORY OF
THE TRUE

view the screen from
a distance closer than 6 to 10
stu,.
feet; do not linger near aides_
- lUIS RISING TCA-THE OCCASION --1' Finding Salor back of the set while it is —3f
aried jobs for teenagers pfoettrally nonexistant
turned on; do not allow childin Portland, Ore., Karen Flitwehs,18, formed
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Flagpole Painting
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Kittens and Cats
son snipe. Nov. 19 thru Jac.
22, eight daily or 16 in posses- Two black and white male
sion, and gallinules, Nov. 19 kittens, seven weeks old, three
thru Jan. 15, 15 daily or 30 in medium long haired calico kitand
until sunset; and again this life area, Madison County,
tens, nine weeks old, one solid
possession.
year the daily limit will be 18, Curtis Gates Lloyd Wildlife
gray kitten, nine weeks old, one
with a possession limit of 38, area, Grant County.
small calico kitten, seven weeks
There will be a controlled
after two or mars days of
old, one dark calico mother cat,
hunt throughout the month of CLIP JOINT
hunting.
and one mother cat black with
on
Sundays)
CHICAGO (UPI ) —Mayor
The posseasioe limit applies September (except
white spots and thick haired,
two
Land
Richard J. Daley revoked the
to transportation but does not designated areas of the
all available as free pets for
are
liquor license of the B&B
permit the double bag limit in Between the Lakes.
See Mrs.
different persons.
Other seasons and bag and Lounge Tuesday, charging it
the field.
Robert Rasberry, Pine Bluff
Half-day hunting on the fol- possession limits announced was sometturig of a ctlp Joint.
Shores, phone l36-2417.
lowing management areas will for other migratory birds are
Police had reported that a
be permitted from September as follows:
man had been attacked at the
Rails, Nov. 19 thru Jan. 13. B&B and his head shaved by
1 through October 15: Ballard
woodWildlife area; West Kentucky 25 daily On in possession;
other patrons, and the owners . Forests cover about 37 pee
area,
ent of Austria's land area.
Wildlife
McCracken cock, Nov. 19 thru Jan. 22, five gave him no protection.
County; Central Kentucky Wild- daily or 10 in possession; MI-

River Grant Hunting Season, Bird Limit Set
Colleges Are
Proposed
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Dove
hunting regulations for this
fall, announced, recently by the
Department cif Interior and the
Department of Filth and Wildlife Resources, pretty much follow the lines of last year's
laws.
The opening phase of the
split season will begin on September 1 and continue through
October 31 and the second
phase will be December 1 through December 9. Shooting
hours will be from 12 o'clock
noon, preysiling Stanciard time,

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
lifrOlse-B. Nunn proposed that
Calmest establish a system of
river grant colleges to help
America develop a more comprehensive knowledge and understanding of its rivers.
Speaking in Ft. Walton
B-each, Fla., at a meeting of
the TennestienTorabigbee WatAuthority, Governor
erway
Nunn, who also eerie' as chairman of the group, said it was
time "to consider a new proposal for enlightened, planned
utilization of America's rivers
and streams."
The need to gain more knowledge and eeh better uses of
America's inland waterways
"naturally encourages us to
turn to our colleges and universities for help," the governor said. Governor Nunn said the river grant colleges should be patterned after the land grant colleges established by Congress
in 1885 and the sea grant colleges established in 1968.
-Today there is a new need
and a new concern . . . . the
preservation and enhancement
of America's rivers. To meet
this new need, I propose that
we carry the land grant and
sea grunt concepts a dramatic
step further by establishing
river grant colleges.
"River grant colleges can eradicate the lopsided use of our
navigable streams as merely
avenues of travel and can provide vary to many of the opportunities that our rivers offer a growing nation," the goyarmor saia.
He said river grant collegesalso could be helpful in developing new systems of transportation, preserving flowing
water, and fostering new ideas
on recreation, urban planning,
open space conservation and
water resources planning.
Citing effects the plan might
have on man's environment,
Governor Nunn said it can produce "carefully studied methods" of environment protection "that encourage productivity without pollution."
"By approaching rivers as an
environment, we can begin to
meet the ultimate challenge to
oar rivers — governing their
anxious and ambitious exploiters with reason and balance,"
he said.
On the other hand, the governor cautioned, "by failing to
utilise our rivers productively,
we squander this great resource
niet as surely as we pollute
our streams."
The governor said, "the river grant colleges could add
meaningfully to the crucial
teak of striking a balance between productivity and preservation of our streams."
The governoes proposal has
been informally discussed with
and endorsed by members of

noes and the Army Corps of
Engineers.
Governor Nunn said he would
diacusa the plans with members of the Kentucky congressional delegation and with presideetial advisors.
"Kentucky's primary interest
in the propos* is bane on the
fact that the commonwealth
has more miles of natural, navigable streams than any other
state in the continental United
States," he said.

TIME STOP'
OLYMPIA, Wash. (UPI) —
Inadequacies in the new $8.2
minion headquarters building
for the state Highway Department showed up Tuesday when
a planning group attempted to
show slides with a projector.
Only one electrical outlet was
commission
the
in
found
chambers and that plug was
behind an electrical wall clock.
The clock was turned off for
the presentation

COULD BE, BUT...
FAREHAM, England (UPI)
—Navy doctors said the rash on
Petty Officer Frank Bromfield's neck could be caused by
cats, rabbits, guinea pigs or
mice. But the real reason
turned out to be an allergy to
the shampoo his wife used

UNIVERSAL FAVORITE—The newest "Miss Universe," Marisol Malaret Contreras, 20, of Puerto
Rico, is welcomed by a group of Puerto Ricans as
she arrives at LaGuardia Airport to spend several
days -in New York.

1 LARGE TABLE

LADIES PANTS
PERMA - PRESS

Some Perma Pressed.

Beautiful Colors

Denims, Cottons, Wide
Leas & Bell Bottoms,
'Assorted Colors In
Sizes 10- 18

VALUES TO $7.66

•

Reg. $1.66 to S.5.22 Values

3.91 to 4.66

Now 133
Satan Grain and Patents,
Cosual Ad
justuble 'shoulder Strops, Single
and
Double Top Hondles

•

420 Inch
BREEZE
BOX

Mon's Short Sleeve

Sport & Dress

Electric Fan

Thermostatically
Controlled,

SMALL
MEDIUM

Child Safe Grill,

Balanced Blades
Motor Never
Needs 00mg

LARGE
X-LARGE
Partminent press in a wide
selection ci checks, plaids,
solids, tatersalls Regular
and button-down Ivy
models.

DIRTY POOL
WEST PATERSON, N.J.
Writ —(Anthony Destassi was
fined $15 Tuesday for violating
zoning ordinances by building a
pigeon coop without permission.
His neighbor, Joseph Barbagello, filed the complaint.
"They do ill their taxiing and
have their night pattern right
over my pool," Barbagello said.
"It's a lousy *nation. Pigeons
sure aren't the cleanest birds in
the world."

Vi le

&

Dresses

GIRLS

STRETCH

SANDLES
Sizes 4-14

Reg. sl"
NOT/

An Equal Opportunity Employer

BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER

FREE
PARKING
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I Miss Martha Kaye Wallis Becomes Bride
0f Robert Charles Crouch In Ceremony
t The First United Methodist Church

1
Saturday,July 25
A dance at the Calloway Counts,
Country Club toF memners and
those participating in the golf
tournament will be held from
tune p.m, to one a.m. Music will
be by Reid Hale and his band.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Orr are
chairmen of the dance.
Monday, July 27
The Blood River Baptist
Association Woman's Missionary
Union will hold its quarterly
meeting at the Flint Baptist
Church at ten a.m. Kenneth
Parker of Paducah, missionary
to Chile, will be the guest
speaker
Tuesday, July 28
The Tau Phi Lambda
will have a salad supper at the
home at Mrs. Jeannie Lamb a
630 p.m.

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Mn.J. B. Burkeen . .
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Treas-Overbey Vows To Be Read
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DIS

Kane
her

,3PEELSONAL2
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Dowdy and
children, David, Tim, and
Angela, of St. Louis, Mo., are
visiting their parents, Carl
Dowdy and Mr and Mrs. Robert
N. McCuiston.

June 1
gross
clismts
Dams
Mrs.
grand

v-September Wedding Planned

Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell B. Shaw
and children, Richard and June,
of Concord, California, and Jesse
T. Shaw of Corpus Christi, Texas,
spent the past week with their
mother, Mrs. I,urline Shaw,
Sycamore Street, Murray.

and baby's breath.
The all white tiered wedding
cake was topped with a nosegay
of yellow rosebuds and baby's
breath. The wedding cake was
cut and served by Mrs. Dudley
Hoffman, Cincinnati, Ohio, and
Mrs. Dick Kruger of Columbia,
Mo. Mrs. Joe Baker Littleton,
Murray, presided at the silver
Punchbowl.
Miss Mary Ann Littleton, attired in a white cotton lace frock,
Miss Melissa Rose Treas
presented rice bags of blue net
Idisa
-Meis Shmick, August 1st
tied with green ribbons- to eaeb
bride-elect of Larry Smith, was
guest
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. (Jackie) Trees of Murray Route
Seven ancomplimented with a lovely
nounce the approaching marriage of their younge
Also assisting at the bride's
st daughter,
China, crystal, and linen showei
Melissa Rose, to William Bruce Overbey, son of
table were Mrs. H. J. Bryan, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs
. on Sands)
y. July 12, at threi
Frank Albert Overbey of Murray Route 2.
ill Wilson, Louisville, and Mrs.
o'clock in the afternoon at th(
Mx-br
ide-ele
ct is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School
James Frank Wilson of Oak
home of MI's. Mable Scheer
and will be a sophomore at Murray State Univer
Ridge, Tenn. Others assisting at
sity.
Montana Avenue, Louisville.
Mr. Overbey graduated from University School
the reception were Mrs. J. B.
in 1966 and is a
The hostesses were Mrs
senior at Murray State University majori
Wilson and Mrs. Gingles Wallis.
ng in business
Scheer and her daughters, Mime*
manag
ement
.
After the reception the couple
_PalkattiZAWK.,5gbeer Mrs. Robertadecrabch.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday,
August 15, at
. !eft_ for aiwedding
10. CumMiss La Donna Lyons
la.44(s.-t
'Si.• *tauo'clec
k in the evening at the Kirksey _ftelat aturekt._wlIseven
Xsssist
e,
stiere- ate;
.•,
t Bro.
•
Miss Martha Kaye Wallis wide band of moss green
from her trousseau a white linen
1aan
Mr. and Mrs. Ora Lee Lyons of 415 North Fifth
reside for a month and Mrs.
• - •-•
'•"
•
Street, Murray,
dress with a black embroidered became the bride of Robert grosgrain with bow in front, and a
All
friend
s
and
relativ
announ
es are invited .to attend. No formal Ince the engagement of their daughter, La Donna
Crouch will do research for her
floral trim, and was presented a Charles Crouch on Sunday, June scoop neckline with miniature
,
to
Pvt.
vitatio
ns
will
be
sent.
thesis. For her trip the bride Thomas R. Schroader, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Schroe
canto of pink rosebuds by the 22, in the sanctuary of the First bertha collar fashioned of self
der of
Alm°.
United Methodist Church. Dr. fabric. The gown was designed wore a yellow linen suit with
hostesses.
Miss Lyons, a 1969 graduate of Murray High School
matching accessories and the
, has recently
Mrs. Ralph J. Shmick, mother Samuel R. Dodson Jr., pastor of sieevless, and the gently
finished training at the Ezell Beauty School.
orchid from her corsage.
the
church
d the honoree, wore a two piece
, performed the im- gathered skirt was suggestive of
Mr.Schroader, a 1968 graduate of Calloway County
Mr. and Mrs. Crouch will be at
High School,
bladt knit suit and she too wore a pressive double ring ceremony at dirndl lines.
home in Dallas, Texas, after is now serving in the United States Army at Fort Carhpbell.
four o'clock in the afternoon.
corsage of pink rosebuds.
They
carried
clustered September the first, and
Septem
A
ber
weddin
g
is
being
planne
d.
Mr.
After the honoree had opened The bride is the only daughter bouquets of white daisy mums
Crouch will osmplete his work at
her many lovely gifts, the guests of Mr.and Mrs. Laverne Wallis of and baby's breath, interspersed
Miss Sandra Gail Scott, brideMiss Scott chose to wear a navy
were invited into the dining room Murray, and the groom is the son with yellow fuji mums tied with Perkins Seminary of Southern
elect of Rob Edd Parrish, was the printed dress. She opened her
for delightful refreshments of of Mr. and Mrs. R. Charles floor length streamers of moss' Methodist where he will recieve
his Master of Divinity in
honoree at a household shower many lovely gifts.
fruit cocktail cake, nuts, mints, Crouch of Pilot Mound, Iowa.
green velvet. Their headdresses December.
held on Saturday, July 18, at two
The refreshment table was
and lemonade. The table was
were a crescent shaped garland
o'clock in the afternoon at the overlaid with a white
overlaid with a white 'Men cloth The altar of the church was of flowers duplicating the colors In addition to those attending
cloth
.
from Murray, out of town guests
Kirksey School lunchroom.
printed with small white wedding
ana
o baskets of yellow decorated with arrangements of of their bouquets.
, included Mrs. James R. Daffin.
The hostesses for the occasion bells with yellow accents. Cake,
'elite snapdragons, daisy mums Theother attendants
were Miss Panama City, Fla., Mr. and
were Mrs. Blondal Flood, Mrs., mints, nuts, and punch
Mrs;
The
gifts to the and baby's breath, interspersed Marion Belote of Murray, Miss Dudley
were
Hoffman, Miss Kenciahl
Ruby Bland, and Miss Faye served to the sevent
honoree were a crystal vase and with yellow fuji mums and Pamela Ruf of Louisvi
een guests
lle,
Hoffma
and
n
of
Flood.
Cincinn
ati,
who were present or sent gifts.
Ohio; Mr.
flanked by two candelabra Miss Cathy Crouch
a registered goblet.
of Pilot and Mrs. Gene Nettles, Annist
For the occasion the honoree
holding white tapers. The can- Mound, Iowa. They
on,
were
By
JEAN
attired
NE
LESEM
wore a navy dress trimmed in
Ala., James Pullen and Jerry
A personal shower was given in
dles were lighted by Andrew identically to
the honor at- Hasken of Columbia,
UPI Food Editor
white. Hostesses gift corsages of ,honor of Miss Scott with Miss
S C., Mrs.
Littleton and Jack Beale Ken- tendants and carrie
d bouquets Frank Hansen, Mrs. Richar
white carnations were worn by Paulette Nance and Miss
NEW YORK (UPI) 7 Only the high cost of
nedy, Jr.. of Murray, cousins of and wore headdr
d
labor keeps the the honoree, her mother,
esses of the Vaughn and Mrs.
Mrs. Margaret Emerson as the
Lucille
t
the bride.
Rast
of
Stales
from
growin
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Miss Sandra Gail Scott Complimented
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DISMISSED FROM HOSPITAL IN DENVER

Karen Mathis Progressing
Karen is in excellent spirits,
now
weight, she
gained
weighs about 58 pounds, she
had dropped to 71 at One time,
and appears to be progressing
rapidly.
Mrs. Mathis said Karen's
father and sister returned to

Karen matins, who underwent
her second kidney transplant,
June 1, is reported to be progressing quite well and has been
dismissed from the hospital in
Denver.
Mrs. Guy Mathis, Karen's
zrandmother reported that

THURSDAY — JULY

Benton Monday and Mr. Mathis
returned to work. Karen's father was the donor for the transplant.
Karen and her mother wtU remain in Denver for awhile as
Karen must report to the hospital for frequent check-ups.

has

Authorities Release Body Of
Katherine Denham To Parents
that Denham could not icienity
part in an alleged abortion perthe remains as his daughter.
upon her sister, Miss
formed
on
the
found
was
The body
She also said Hale asDenham.
vacated farm owned by Mrs.
in the abortion.
Rogers
sisted
Agnes Denham, no relation to
Funeral services for Miss Denthe girl who was 21 years old
at the time of her disappearham will be conducted at 2.30
ance.
at the Morgan
The move by authorities will p.m. Wednesday
with the Rev.
allow the family to bury the Funeral Home
Luke Watson officiating. Burial
body as their daughter.
will be in the Pool Cemetery.
the
Meanwhile, a warrant for
Miss Denham is survived by
arrest of Bill Rogers, Madisonand Mrs. Wilville, was issued today follow- her parents. Mr.
liam H. Denham, Caldwell
ing Hales examining trial.
County; two brothers, Charles
The warrant names Rogers as
W. Denham, Robert Earl Dena violator of Kentucky's abor- ham, both at home; three sistion law arid was signed by ters, Mrs. Margaret Louise
Sgt. Ed Dougherty, Kentucky Dutchvich, Detroit, Mrs. Ann
Gunther, _Bowel, Ill., and Mrs.
..State Police detective.
Misse
Mrs. Carolyn Campbell testi-- Carolyn Sue Campbell, Princeassuring; the -bodY'tcl-be
Denham since identification has •tied Monday that Rogers took ton.
been made by her father. A
death certificate bearing Miss
Denham's name will be issued
later this week, according to
Coroner Clyde Spichard.
The action follows a preliminary hearing in county court
Monday in which John T. Hale,
68, Gilbertsville, was bound to
the grand jury on a charge of
murder in connection with Miss
Denham's death. ----During the hearing, the defense, headed by Paducah attorney Joe Grace, contended
that positive identification of
the body had not been made

PRINCETON, Ky.rJuly 21The body of a female found in
a water-filled cistern on a deserted Caldwell County farm
July 9 today was released by
authorities to Mr. and Mrs.
William H. Denham as their
daughter, Miss Lillian Katherine
Denham, missing since June,
1966.
The body was released to the
parents by county officials following the filing of an affadavit
sworn by Denham in which he
stated the remains found in
the cistern were those of his
daughter.
Deputy Coroner William Morgan said the authorities are now,
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for public notice and consultaRATE INCREASED
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The tion with major Parcel Post
Interstate Ctimmerce Coanmis- users.
postage for
sian has given the post office The minimum
delivepermission to raise Parcel Post parcels mailed for local
ry will be increased front the
rates an average 15.4 per cent
present 50 cents to GO cents.
and to increase catalogue
nonlocal deliveries, the
For
cent.
per
6
postage by
um rate per parcel would
•
•
iito
The higher rates will go
60 cents to 65 cents
go
a rb.._
effect after
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CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
OF

Dr. Richard and Wry Broeringmeyer
Are Now

OPEN
In Their New Location In Larger Quarters
2 MILES EAST OF MURRAY
/
31
CITY LIMITS ON HIGHWAY 94
'Ample ParkingPhone753-2962 or 753-2961

SPEED QUEEN

OTASCO PORTABLE WASHER
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ay Route Seem an-youngest daughter,
of Mr. and Mrs

find the cause of a
JETLINER CRASHES ON TAKEOFF — Authorities are trying to
crashed on takeoff
which
(above)
jetliner
737
Boeing
Airlines
United
a
of
crash
The flight was
persons.
11
injuring
Airport,
Internatisnal
from the Philade/phia
en route from Philadelphia to Buffalo.
-

y County High School
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ool in 1966 and is a
joring
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invaded and his integrity attacked in a television series,
"Black History: Lost, Stolen or Forgotten," Lincoln
the Stepin Fetchit of the movies more
Theodore Per
than a generation ago. has filed a $3 million damage suit
in Indianapolis, Ind. Named in the suit are 20th Century
Fox Film Corp.; Xerox Corp.; Columbia Broadcasting
System, Inc., and Indiana Broadcasting Corp. He is
shown in a film characterization (left) and in 196(1
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DISCUSSES SPORTS
New York tUPI)—Vice President Spiro T. Asmew will
host Arnold Palmer on the
"'Tonight Show" tonight.
show" tonight

Perry said his privacy was
his integrity
and
invaded
attacked by the program, which
he said took out of context a
Stepin Fetchit characterization
and depicted him as "the The tape of the • NBC-TV
symbol of the white man's program will be televised at
Negro, the traditional lazy, 11:30 p.m. Agnew will be in
stupid, crapshooting, chicken New York until Saturday.
stealing idot."
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by Al Capp

Lil' Abner

4 and its sponsors," Perry said in

a statement he distributed
when he personally appeared in
court for the filing of the suit la:
his attorney, "have assumed Ds
power to be our judges, oti
prosecutors and our jury.
Although Cosby was not
as a defendant, the suit
named
Poe' woos
referred to him as a ''coconthe
mouthed
spirator...who
objects of said conspiracy and
--------e Ocoee I who, as a black man, gaVe
•
Wet Merle cit TM
credibility to the efamation of
littoz•
Soo
Pimarehd
32020 ma•
I the plaintiff."
Perry asked actual damages
I
of $25,000 and punitive damages
I
.
; of $2,975,000, the latter for "the

•
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University Heights, Murray, is
one of the five winners of the 1970
Mary M. Roberts riting Awards
sponsored by the American
Journal of Nursing Company.
As a successful contestant in
this national writing competition
wa<
'Lincoln Theodore Perry, rfor triorSC-3, Mrs Oir:tr
whose stage name was Stepin receive fully paid room, board,
Loaf
Fetchit in his film heyday in and tuition at the Bread
to be held
the 1930s, filed the suit in U.S. Writers' Conference
2.
District Court ft* Southern August 19 through September
Mrs. Oliver received her B. S.
Indiana.
Defendants were Columbia N.from Murray State University,
and
BroadcastingSystem, Inc., Marra Kentucky this year
c•ontinuing her
which produced "Black History; Is planning on
field of
Lost, Stolen or Forgotten;" 20th education in the
Century-Fox Film Corp., which PsYrhiatric nursing.
Catherine
furnished film clips used in the Other winners are:
D. C.:
Washington,
Anderson,
which
Corp.,
Xerox
series;
Haven,
New
Colliton,
Margaret
and
program,
sponsored the
Scovill Elder.
Indiana Broadcasting Corp., Connecticut; MaIry
York; and Adele
which telecast the program over Riverdale, New
Diamond, New York, N. Y.
WISH-TV, Indianapolis.

broadcasting

Reg. Price 198"

Set the dial for Delicate, Normal, Heavy Soil, Or
Durable Press. Chocee from one to fifteen minutes
of washing time. Agitator washing action, water
and suds saver. Convenient laminated top for
additional work area.

EASY TERMS

million damages and named
television personality Bill Cosby
a coconspirator in a television
program series he said depicted
him as the symbol of the
white man's Negro."
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No further
action required!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY Our regular minister left town and
another one came to replace him. The replacement was 65
years old, and quite attractive.
My mother, a divorcee, was having personal problems,
so I suggested she talk to the new • minister. Well, his
counseling went way beyond the call of duty and they had ID
affair which got all over town. His wife found out about it,
and filed for divorce and left him She's a lot younger than he
Is and I don't think she'll have much trouble finding someone
else, but I am sick with guilt to think that I sent my mother
to this hypocrite in the first place.
As soon as the whole town knew what happened, the
minister "resigned" for "health reasons." Mother remarried
again [for the third time) shortly after, but I know she is still
seeing this minister Should I switch churches? Or should I
continue to tell everyone there is nothing between them as I
have been doing?
EMBARRASSED DAUGHTER
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Why switch churches? The
"Lechiavar of the Pulpit" is no longer there. Don't discuss
yeeLmether's affair with anyone, and don't feel guilty
for
iW
ssst her to him. You meant well, but you are sot your
--maller's bmper, &him from your letter, I think she needs
Sen. P. S. lima will solve your problem. An unemployed
Willer is mg *out to bang around your town much longer.
DEAR ABBY: I am a male, mid-thirties, and I have an
excessive amount of body hair I've had my share of "hairy
ape" jokes. Lately in warm weather I have been shaving my
chest and legs for comfort's sake.
What would a psychiatrist say about a man who shaves
his chest and legs?
NEAT
DEAR NEAT: Nothing. But he might say something
about a man who shaves his chest and legs and asks what a
psychiatrist would say about such a man.
DEAR ABBY: The son of a very dear friend of ours is
being married soon. On the invitation was a request that
instead of a wedding gift, they would like donations sent to
the settlememt house where the bride works!
We MOP prefer to send a nice wedding gift, but since
they Mita 44 "request" for donations, we hate to go against
their wishes.What would you do if you were us?
UP A TREE
DEAR UPI wed* seed a "donation." It seems to be a
very themthltd and nasiellish request.
DEAR !SISSY -. In reading Juliet's letter re probing
questione, I thought of myself and my self-consciousness
over a particularly ugly scar on my throat due
to a
tracheotomy
For a long time I wore a pearl choker to cover the scar,
but removed it one evening at my husband's insistence that
I
was being overly sensitive. That very evening, at a party,
a
tote] stranger came up to me and said, "Wow, that's some
scar' Thyroid?"
I replied, "No. I had a very serious SOCIAL DISEASE."
The shock on his face was replaced with embarrassm
ent
when I *tided, "It's called foot-in-mouth disease. When
are
-yell going to have YOURS taken care of?"
Sincerely,
ANOTHER NEW YORKER
What's year problem? You'll feel better if you get
it off
- row chest. Write to ABBY, Box 0700, Los Angeles,
Cal.
'For a petsonal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.

NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Phyllis Newbitt, baby
boy, Rte. 1, Murray; Mrs. Mary
Pittman, baby boy, Rte. 6,
Murray.
DIShfISSALS
Mrs. Linda Colburn, baby girl,
Calvert City; Mrs. Martha
S.
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Abbie'N Slats
by R. Van Buren

Better lighting
NEW YORK (UPI)-The
Woman's Club of Charl
eston,
W.Va., the West Side Woma
n's
Club and their junior depart
ments won top prize in an
Outdoor Protective Lighting
Contest sponsored by the Gener
a/
Federation of Women's
Clubs.
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The women's,enginmi. ee4
glutted in upgrating ornearly
1,200 street lights to high intensity units.
In addition,
more than 225 modern
units
were added in badly
righted
areas of Charleston.
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NE PROBABLY WOULDN'T
HAVE MADE IT IN

Edmondson,rue 3, Murray; Mrs.
Audrey Powell, 19 D. Elmwood
Pintiteate -Obte Mitchum?,
Rte. 1, Hardin; Dan W. Grimes,
Rte. 1, Puryear, Tenn.; Larry
Shouse, 1407 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray; Mrs. Phyllis Tucker,
baby boy, Rte. 1, Kirksey;Hayden
Morris, Rte. 6, Murray; John V.
Latimer, Rte 1, Hazel; Mrs. Mary
Downing. 711 Maple St., Benton;
Euphrey Cohoon. Rte 6, Murray.
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by Charles M. Schulz

• Rear Gross Baffle
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DID HE HAVE THE NASHVILLE
SOUND ?HUH? DiD HE ?DID HE

Letter writing ean be a breeze. For Abby'
s booklet,
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions,
" send $1 to
Abby, Bat 0700, Los Angeles. Cal. MUM

Hospital Report

KY

Peanuts

Dr. Elsie Fetterman, a
Member of the extension service
faculty of the University of Con
necticsd, is the visiting professor
for a three-week graduate home
economics workshop at Murray
State University July 2I-Aug. 7.
Entitled Home Economics 643,
Family Money Management, the
class met for the first time at 8:40
a.m. Monday, July 20, in Room
304 N of the applied science
Emphasis during the course,
which meets three hours daily for
three semester hours of credit,
will be given to helping
prtfessional home 'economists
with problems in consumer
education particularly related to
the disadvantaged, according to
Dr. Alice Koenecke, chairman of
the home economics department.
Dr. Fetterman, whose work in
consumer education has been
widely published, was on the
program of the annual American
Home Economics Association
convention in Cleveland last
month.
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You Must Have
Permit To
Fish In Spain

Klemperer
Says Long
Hems Late

THURSDAY - JULY 23, 1970

USDA And UK Agriculture College
Help Thousands Of State Families

LEXINGTON, KY. - Ac- funded Expanded Foods end oan teach them. Sometimes
By ALDO 'TRIPPINI
cording to figures just released Nutrition Education Program. they discover families who are
AGUADULCE, Spain (UPI)by the U.S. Department of AgThrough this innovative pro- eligible for food stamps or doBy VERNON SCOTT
It happened in this lovely
riculture, over 250,000 Ken- gram, the poorest shack in the nated foods and fither don't
seaside village in Southern UPI Hollywood Correspondent
tuckians benefited from its remotest hollow in Kentucky realize it or don't even know
food stamp and commodity dis- can become an off-campus class- such food help exists.
Spain just like in the poem by HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -Wertribution programs in May. Of room of the University. And
Federico Garcia Lorca, "a las ner Klemperer, the idiotic
Right now, these nutrition
this number, 200,500 persons the ratio of teacher to pupil
cinco de la tarde" (at five Colonel Klink of "Hogan's
are working with close
aides
84
in
families
low-income
in
is one-to-one. These new teach- to 8,000 Kentucky households
Heroes," called fashion designp.m.)"
food
the
in
part
took
counties
I was ready to sail with my ers copycats and Johnny-Comeers are non-professionals, most65 counties. Adding up'all
stamp program, while 65,324 ly local women, home-makers in
10-foot fiberglass boat to do Lately to new hem lengths.
family members, this means
the
counties
needy persons in 56
with families of their own and
some skin diving along the "Ha!" Klemperer siorted.
foods often with many of the same almost 38,000 persons are becommodity
free
received
cliffs between Aguadulce and "They have just discovered the
nefitting from Mom's learning
As of the end of June, every
limitak.a
lemsand
they wofi
rn
Almeria when a "guardia civil" maxicoat as if they had
was operating tions facing the families with new skills in buying food and
county
Kentucky
(national policeman) wearing invented it.
preparing tasty, well-balanced
or planning to operate a food whom
Trained to
his elegant green summer "I have been wearing the
Recent the fundamentals of good nuts meals.
program.
assistance
uniform, walked over to me maxi on this television series
Some of these families have
changes in the food stamp pro- ruin, food buymanshia, and
for five seasons. It's the same
and saluted smartly.
be '- n hungry, undernourished
gram have reduced purchase meal preparation, they go into
"If you are going to skin-dive coat, incidentally, that I've
requirements and increased bo- the homes of both rural and and without much hope for
years. Commodity foods, food
with that speargun," he pointed worn since we started. I'm very
nus allotments for eligible fam- non-rural families and teach
welout politely, "you should have a supersititious about those
ilies. These changes have other homemakers what they stamps and help from both
permit from the Spanish navy." things.
brought a 39% increase since have learned.
••••• ••••
fare personnel and Extension
I admitted that, being a "And the boots. Aha." he
January in Kentucky's partiKentucky has hired three assistants are vital factors in
foreigner, I never knew I added, Klink-like. "You wil
program.
the
cipation in
men as Extension assistants, their struggle for survival and
needed a permit from the motice I am wearing very hire'
The food stamp program, ad- too, according to Mrs. Lucy better living.
boots
along
with
the
Maxicoat.
Spanish navy.
ministered by the Food and Nu911pliorts Minialdrt
Needs Permit
trition Service in cooperation Hammond, state coordinator of
The guardia civil was ex- Klemperer obviously is the
with state welfare agencies, the program. The men do a
The highest temperature oftremely sorry, but he said that, prototype of the new look. Long
makes it possible for families, particularly good job of helping ficially recorded in Oregon was
at least for that day, I could coat, knee-high boots. The
to up their food-buying power families plan, plant, take care 119 degrees July 29, 1898.
by investing their own money of and harvest a home garden.
not skin-dive with my gun. The public needs be grateful that he
* * *
in USDA food stamp coupons Extension assistants literally
following day, the Spanish navy is not of Scottish origin and
knock
on
doors
in
some
areas
349freighter
of
the
foot
Eastcliffe show above
ONLY THE TOPS of masts
worth more than they pay.
Almost one-fourth of the
headquarters in Almeria would wears a kilt as well.
surface of the St. Lawrence Seaway near Morrisburg, Ont. Off course, it
How many coupons they are al- in an effort to find families kustrian population lives in
be delighted to issue me a Klemperer's knees notwithwho
want
and
need
the
food
lowed to buy is based on inVienna.
scraped a reef and the full load of pig iron carried it to the bottom with loss
permit valid for five years at standing, he is a staunch
come and family size. These and nutrition know-bow they
the "extremely cheap" fee of supporter of the miniskirt.
of nine lives of the 21 persons aboard:
Just
like
spent
are
food .stamps
"It's taken fashion people all
$2.14, he said.
antIs at retail grocery, stores
"Well, in this case I will this time to get to the sexy /mg from the point at hand. He
"Hogan's Heroes" will said.
years,
plus commodity foods are doleave the gun ashore and fish look," the actor said. "But I adjusted his monocle when
to a new time slot as An assistant director shouted okayed by the program. Surmust say it apparently has no pressed as to how he could be moved
from my boat," I said.
it
was
tune
to
return
to
work.
series
the network utilizes the
nated by the Consumer a n
Washingtoa, D.C. - The Na- of the outstanding raarksnasoThat will be fine, but in this political significance."
rationalize his position on the. as a sor of bludgeon against Werner Klemperer donned his Marketing Service of the U.S.
tional Rifle Association an- ship necessary to establish a
case you will need a second Clearly, Klemperer was veer- Maxicoat and the miniskirt.
strong shows offered by the maxicoat, clicked his boots and Department of Agriculture. nounces that William P. Sch- national record William P.
permit. It will cost just as
Simple," he exclaimed with other networks.
marched out tu lose another They are distributed by local weitzer of Box 406 Hart
Hall Schweitzer has been awarded
replied
guard
the
much,"
pictures of a cave 20 feet deep Teutonic logic. "You can love
In its first two years, round to the inmates of Stalag welfare agencies to needy fami- Murray, Ky., 42071 was a fir- a certificate of accomplishment
regretfully.
down there," I said.
them both because they can be "Hogan's Heroes", was beamed 13
lies. They include such foods ing member of Murray State by the NRA.
"Well, I'll go to Almeria
"Taking underwater pictures worth together.
as canned meet and poultry, University that established a
on Fridays at 8:30. It was
tomorrow and get those per- is forbidden unless you have a "I like a girl who takes off a
flour, butter, shortening, dry national record with the Smalls
moved for another two years to
,, smite
seit st`Meerweetiess.!the-ie
iste:z.rt
,aasicost tee .-senal the:,
Jig Znesilogess •
'egg mix, iffy data, cneese, a- bore Rune, tocir man team on
yeti- it
Saturday at 4
4"oodrityr Wilsfin is
.-irriShore gl'
- *III le1Ifor
----guard said. "I do regret wearing a miniskirt under- returned to Fridays at 8':30. In
vegetables
R. 1.$70 in the difficult wool of musk oxen produces
March
president
to
be
in
W°ailsh
bellied
aildbeans.
fruits
'
fish' from the beach.spoiling your afternoon, but you neath. That is really exciting. the fall Klemperer and Compagrape juice and dry
30 Shots, Three position, 110 10 miles of-yerri,-Says-Natierial
The guardia civil's face was a better have those permits first. "On the other hand, I am ny will be seen on Sundays at .ington, D.C. proper.
Adding to the effectiveness feet course with a score of Geographic.
*a.*
study in frustration.
Otherwise you're in trouble."
against the inbetween length, 7:30.
°fettle food stamp and commod- 1182 out of a possible 1183.
* * *
"I am storry, sir," he said.
The following morning I went the midiskirt. It looks awful on
ity foods programs are the 292
Competing in an NRA sanc"We're flattered that the
About
15
million
Americans
--The
But if you fish from the beach to Almeria and 24 hours later I women."
Mississippi River daily
network thinks we're strong have one or more birth'defects Extension assistants hired and tioned tournament at Cooke- arries more
than 2 million tons.
you will need a third permit." had the three fishing permits, Klemperer hinted that he enough to move around against
trained by the University of ville, Tennessee, the team
which
affect
their
daily
lives,
Leave Fish in Peace
Kentucky College of Agricul- broke the previous record of of sediment into the Gulf of
including the skin-diving one. would never entertain the the opposition,"
Klemperer says the March of Dimes.
I thought it aver for a few From the permits I learned notion of wearing a midicoat as
ture staff through a USDA- Co-Holder and, in recognition Llesico.
seconds, then I told him that I that I cannot sell or barter any Commandant of Stalag 13
would leave the fish in peace fish I catch. I also cannot draw where he runs afoul of the rest
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maps of the sea bottom, and I of the characters in the CBS I I
"I'll take my underwater must give the Spanish navy show every week.
UI
camera and take some color anything I find in the sea.
For the fourth time in six III
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Spokesman For NFL Owners Says All
Star Game Can't Possibly Take Place
in contract negotiations with players whom we
represent
The owners, who reluctantly
the Players Association.
allow one team to practi agreed to enter into mediatio
n,
The two sides, who are $11.4- while 25 other teams remain
have said they "foresee a
Major League
million
apart
on
pension idle."
lengthy strike by the Players
benefits in the troubled negotiaAssociation because of the
tions,
were
invited
The
Leaders
to
a
Players
meeting
Association also
By United Press International
eme seriousness of the
with
the
said
Federal
it
Mediation and
had received -the 100
National League
ft impasse."
By United Press International
Concilia
tion Service in Balti- per cent support of the Kansas The
East
owners also have indicatNational League
more today at 1 p.m. The City players late Wednesd
W. L Pct. GB
ay ed they have "considered the
By 5T41 cAMEN
Ferrera with two out in the
Players
G. AB R. H. Pct. ttsburgh
Associati
night
on
no
rented
cars
matter
what course is possibility" that the entire
53 43 .552 ...
UPI Sports Writer
10th to help San Diego past Carty, AU
88 316 67 114 .361
Wednesday night for the trek,taken."
50 44 .532 2
season may be canceled.
Bruce Dal Canton appeared New York. Jack Baldschun got Clmnte, Pit 79 305 45 107 .351 ew York
from
their
nearby headquarters
47 46 .505 4%
Chicago
in 57 games last season and in the win in relief and Nolan Perez, Cm
96 357 75 123 .345 Philadelp
in Washington, but they might
43 50 .462 8%
hia
seven the year before, all in Ryan took the loss.
Hickinn, Chi 84 291 62 99 .340
find themselves playing a
St. Louis
41 53 .436 11
relief, but was pressed intct Jim Hickman, returning to Dietz, SF
83 283 48 94 .332 Montreal
waiting game again.
40 55 421%.
service Wednesday night as an action after being sidelined a Gaston, SD
91 362 54 120 .331
The owners refused to attend
West
emergency starter because of few days with a kidney Grbkwtz, LA 89 301 58 99.329
a similar meeting in WashingW.
L
Pct.
LOUIS
GB
ST.
(UPI)
By MILTON RICHMAN
-Joe Pepiinjuries to Pirate hurlers Steve infection, knocked in four runs, Willrns, Chi 93 372 86 120 .323
and
disaster
visited
upon
Cincinnati
67 29 .698 ... tone, who packed his hair dryer ton Wednesday night although
• UPI Sports Writer
Blass, Bob Moose and Bob three of them with his 21st Rose, Cin
ind these days convenient.
93 373 68 120 .322 Los Angeles
the
players
showed
up.
"There
55 39 .585 11
and left the Houston Astros on
NEW
Veale. The 6-foot-2, 209-pound homer, and Billy Williams Menke, Hon 91 339 46 107 .316
YORK (UPI)-Moe ly is blamed on the media. The
Atlanta
46 48 .48920 Tuesday, was suspended with- are too many politicians in Berg looked pained.
righthander responded with a slugged his 270 round-tripper H.Aron, AU 87 330
people in sports are
no
37 101 .316 San Francisco 44 48 .478 21
Washington who would like to
out pay by the club Wednesday
He is a marrad extraordinary different. Many of them consineat seven-tut effort over seven to pace Chicago over Cincinnamake these negotiations into
Houston
42
53
.1442
24% night.
logic. He also owns a fine der the media a pox.
and two-thirds innings before ti. Bill Hands stopped the Reds
American League
San Diego
39 59 .398 29
The Astros announced the what I'll call a political vocabulary and he had just Except when they're in
tiring as Pittsburgh downed the on six hits in raising his record
G. AB R. H. Pet.
great
basketbal
l
in
deferenc
e
to
the used what he felt was a bad need
Wednesday's Results
suspension after arriving here
Atlanta Braves, 5-3.
to 12-7.
of "exposure." Then it's
F.Rbrisn, Bal 80 299 57 98 .328
sport of football," explained
Fran
Phila
San
5
2
begin
a
series
to
with
word.
"This was a one-time start
the
St.
Outburst
Highlights
ifferent. When a ball club
Ystrmski, Bos
Theodore Kheel, the owners'
Chicago 10 Cincinnati 2
Louis Cardinals,
for me and I know I belong in
'The 'Media,' " he said. ants to let the public know
Torn Hailer's grand slam
93 331 73 107 .323
labor
counsel.
"We
will
accept
Atlanta
Pitts
5
Jim
3
Wynn, who went 3-for-3
the bullpen," Dal Canton said homer highlighted an eight-run Johnsit, Cal 95 380 50 122 .321
-How I hate that word."
bout the improvements made
any other city besides Washingas the Astros beat St. Louis, 13while accepting congratulations outburst in the seventh inning Apricio, Chi 91 361 63 116 .321 Houston 13 St. Louis 9
The minute Moe Berg said
its park or that there still
ton."
Los Ang 12 Montreal 10
9, said, "We miss him." But he
for his performance. When which carried Los Angeles past Oliva, Min
that I knew exactly what he re plenty of tickets available
86 353 61 113 .320
,
However
,
the
owners agreed meant.
added, "I don't believe the Joe
asked if he had any pre-game Montreal. The Dodgers were Killbrw, Min 88 304 59 97 .319 San Diego 5 N.Y. 4, 10 inns
horn do they call first? That's
to allow the Kansas City
Today's
Pepitone
Probable
Pitchers
issue
has
jitters, he answered: "I was trailing 10-4 before scoring all Harpr, Mil
disrupted
Moe Berg spent 15 years in ight, the press. That's
90 371 07 118 318
part of
(All Times EDT)
the club. He's doing what he players to report to practice the big leagues, mostly as a e media, isn't
just concerned about doing the eight of their runs in the Toyer, Min
89 365 75 116 .318
it?
despite
a
lockout
that
has
kept
thinks is right. Some of the
Atlanta (Nash
10-2)
job. I figured on throwing as seventh with two out. Rookie Cater, NY
at
catcher,
with
the
Dodgers
,
93 359 46 113 .315
Pittsburgh (Walker 7-3), 8 p.m._ ballplayers are for him, same the striking veterans out of White Sox, Indians, Senators
be as I could for as long as I Von Joshua also homered for Smith, Bos
To give you an idea how
89 349 66 110 315
camp. Coach Hank Stram of
Cincinna
ti
(McGlot
are
against
could."
hlin
him.
But
ridiculous this whole thing can
Dodgers
he'll
1174)
and
while Bob Bailey Powll, Bal
get
Red
the
Sox.
He
was
consi95 337 56 106 315
at Chicago (Pappas 5-3), 2:38 straightened out and we'll be the Chiefs has said his team dered the brainiest player in become, there still are some
Pirate manager Danny Mar- and Ron Fairly connected for
tor him when he comes back. will need at least a week of baseball, and with good reason. people in sports who'd bar the
p.m.
taugh agreed Dal Canton will the Expos. ,
Home Runs
Houston lBkllingham 7-3) at Joe's the kind of guy who can practice for the All-Star Game Although he never wrote a book clubhouse door to the media if
be returned to the bullpen ,. .
Jim ..4aunning, with ninth
NatioisaJ League: Perez, CM
against the collegians on July
,but maybe just not yet.
St. Louis (Gibson 12-4), 9 p.m. really help a team."
inning relief from Dick Selma,
the way Jim Bouton did, Berg they could.
Bench, Cin 28: Williams,
Cesar Geronimo, an infielder 31 in Chicago.
Only games scheduled/
The Pirates backed Dal won his 99th National League 30;
People like that have to make
graduated from Princeton with
from the Astros' Columbus, Ga. The owners got their answer an A. B. and added an L. L. B. you wonder. Spiro Agnew
Friday's Games
Canton with an 11-hit attack, game in pitching Philadelphia Chi and Allen, St.L 27; H.
Aaron,
when
AU
25.
Baltimo
re
end
John
farm club, was called up by the
including four safeties by. to its victory
San Fran at Montreal, night
degree
over San
at
Columbia
Law makes me wonder too. First he
American League: Killebrew,
Mackey, president of the
Astros to replace Pepitone.
hfanny Sanguillen and a two- Francisco, Bunning, helped his
Los Ang at New York, night
takes pot shots at the media;
School.
Minn
29;
Powell,
Players
Bait,
YaaAssociati
on, said:
Pepitone was back in Brookrun single by Dave Cash. The own cause by knocking in two
San Diego at Phila, night
When Moe Berg says he hates now he says he wouldn't mind
trzemski, Bos and Howard,
"As
active players we are
lyn, N.Y., signing autographs at
Atlanta at Chicago
the word "media," he does not becoming a television commen7-• as 11
.
-1 '
1.1t-In'
s fifth ram and sending clients_ starter
ii zi•---`
iisfrcrylirig •
anti fully aware that the Kansas mean be feels that way about tator or newspaper columnist
only one loss and Gaylord Perry down to his "X:szti a; F,"-;:;."3","
City
Chiefs
wLii
weed
ei
L
east
pviainio
g his grates against,
-Mted Pittsburgh's lead _fa *loss against 14
Runs Batted in
---ek-Louis at Cinei, night
the inedin. What he dislikes so
ik'si
one Week- -to prepare -int the
the Astros.
two games in the National
National League: Perez, CM
singles by rookie
much is what the word has ton.
victores. Cesar
College
All-Star
Game and we come
League's East Division as Cedeno and a two-run single by 93; Williams, Chi 85; Bench,
Likes Good Exposure
to imply and in that
hope that all NFL teams will be
second place New York lost to Joe Morgan featured a seven- CM 83; Dietz, SF 81; Allen,
regard I'm 100 per cent with
The vice president is like a
in camp by Saturday.
American League
San Diego 5-4 in 10 innings.
run fourth inning for Houston in St.L 80.
lot of baseball people I know.
Moe Berg.
"However, we feel that it is
East
Other Games
the Astros' victory over St. American League: Powell,
He likes exposure. Only good
Blame thelitedia
basically
unfair
W.
Pet.
L.
and
GB
not in the Every
Elsewhere in the NL, Chicago Louis. Jim Wynn got three hits Bait and Killebrew, Minn 79;
calamity, misfortune exposure, not bad.
best
Baltimor
interest
36
e
s of all NFL
621 .
59
blasted Cincinnati, 10-2, Los for Houston, including his 14th Howard, Wash 70; Horton, Det
Detroit
53 40 570 5
Angeles overcame Montreal, 12- homer, while Richie Allen and 68; Petrocelli, Bos and
baseball Tournament will be
A
Oliva, New York
51 43 543 71
/
2
10, Philadelphia trimmed San Jose Cardenal connected for the Minn 65.
held at Hardin baseball park,
Boston
49 44 .527 9
Francisco, 5-2, and Houston Cardinals. Allen's homer was
Pitching
starting, July 27 and lasting
Cleveland
43
50
462
15
downed St. Louis, 13-9
Ms 27th.
National League: Merritt, CM
through August 8 between boys of
Washington
43 52 453 16
In the American League,
15-8; Seaver, NY 14-5; Perry,
little League and Pony League of
West
Boston beat California twice. 7SF 14-9• Simpson, Cin 13-2;
Hardin and Dexter Baseball
UPI Sports Writer
W. L. Pet. GB the
4 and 8-3. Cleveland downed College mates now mound rivali Nolan, Cin and Gibson,
and Baltimore topped Kansas run and scored on Darold
leagues.
St.L Minnesota
Jan Perry pitched perfect
58
31
.652
...
Chicago, 6-2, Milwaukee topped
12-4;
City, 4-3 in 13 innings.
Morton,
Approxim
Knowles' wild pickoff throw in
Mont
boys
ately
par200
12-6;
Hands, California
LOS ANGELES(UPI)-New
ball
for
five
innings
56
39 .589 5
and settled In the National
New York, 4-1, Oakland shaded yoga Mem Tam aaaae
a
three-run eighth-inning as
ticipated
year
this
in
the
laaaa the Chi 12-7.
League,
for
a
Oakland
two-hit stint in 7 2-3
51 44 .537 10
WalltithEtton, 4-3, Minnesota Dodgers' Ray Lamb were
Chicago routed Cincinnati, 10-2, Oakland beat Washington. Feprogram.
one' Am rteaa League: Perry, Kansas City
innings
edged Detroit, 2-1 and Balti- time
34
.366
59
Wednesd
26
ay
night
before
Minn
1)--7; McDowell, Clev 14-4;
Philadelphia downed San Fran- lipe Alou started the inning
pitching teammates on the
The committee would like to Ron Perranos
Milwaukee
34 62 354 271
more nipped Kansas City, 4-3, Universit
ki finished up as cisco, 5-2,
/
2 thank all merchant
y of Southern Cali- Wright, Cal 14-6; Cuellar, Balt Chicago
Pittsburgh beat with a homer.
s and parents the Minnesota Twins
in 13 innings.
33
64
340
29
edged
the Atlanta, 5-3, Houston drubbed
13-5; Palmer, Bait 154; Hunter,
fornia baseball team-.
Ted Savage and Bob Burda
for donations and support in Detroit Tigers,
Wednesda
y's
Ivan Murrell singled home Al
Results
2-1.
Oak 13-8.
St. Louis, 13-9, San Diego edged hit back-to-back fifth inning
making the first year a big The victory
Boston 7 Calif 4, 1st
was Perry's 15th New York. 5-4 in 10
success.
innings, homers to support the six-hit
of the season, making him the
Boston 8 Calif 3, 2nd
pitching of Bob Bolin as
Milwaukee 4 New York 1
American League's top winner and Los
Angeles outlasted Milwaukee beat New York. The
and tying him with Jim Merritt Montreal
Balt 4 Kan City 3, 13 inns
, 12-10.
losing pitcher was Mel StottlePATTERSON BOUT
who leads the National League Carl
Minnesota 2 Detroit 1
Yastrzemski collected myre.
NEW YORK
UPI )-Floyd in triumphs.
Cleveland 6 Chicago 2
three hits in each game as Buddy Bradford scored twice
Patterson, former
two-time When the lefthanded
Oakland 4 Wash 3
Perra- Boston swept California. Reggie and doubled home
heavywei
ght
champion
another run
,
has
Today's Probable Pitchers
noski came in, Tiger Manager Smith drove
in three runs in to pace Cleveland past Chicago.
agreed to meet Charlie "Devil" Mayo Smith
(All Times EDT)
played it by the the first game with a
double Steve Hargan went 6 2-3 innings
Baltimore (Palmer 13-6) at Green. of New York_ In_la 10- right-lefty -book" and sent up and a triple.
George Thomas to gain the victory.
Kansas City (Drago 6-7 8:30 round bout at Madison Square Jim Price to hit. Perranoski and Mike
Andrews each had
Garden Sept. 15.
retired Price on a ground out three hits
p.m.
in the second contest
Detroit (Niekro 10-7) at Patterson, who holds the and got the Tigers in order in and each hit
* * *
two-run doubles.
distinction of being the only the ninth for
his 24th save-tops Manager Eddie
Kasko
said
Likes that roo
p.m.
Chicago (Herten 6:43) at his crown, has been inactive Harmon Killebrew knocked in like this. And
1•
1
it's not just the
Cleveland (McDowell 1441, 7:45 since Sept. 14, 1968, when he both Twins' runs off loser hitting. It's
Stargell
of
the
Pittsburg
h
Pieverything else, the
lost a bout to Jimmy Ellis in Mickey Lolich with a
p.m.
rates has hit six homers over
two-out, running and the throwing.
He's the
bases-loaded single in the fifth busting his
California (Garrett 3-2) at Stockholm, Sweden.
right
field roof at Forbes
back and it's a
Boston (Romo 6-0), 12:30--p.m.
as Minnesota boosted its lead in tribute to
him. It's exactly Field.
the Western Division to five what a superstar
(Only games scheduled)
should be."
games over California.
Friday's Games
JOINS OFFICE
Goes IS Innings
New York.at Oakland.. night
Beats
California
ATHLIT1'S FOOT
Twice
.,
icrams
Baltimore beet
Wash at Calif, night
der Ai. "Sandy" Hadden will In. other American League for the 19th straight time when HOW TO TREAT IT- '
Apply .E1141t-41ryiog T-4-L. Fool N
Boston at Milwaukee, night
join baseball Commissioner games, Boston beat California Chico Salmon beat out
take kola to elle•ek 164. bunting be
a
twoBaltimore at Minn, night
twice,
114DrUTES.
7-1 and 8-3, Cleveland out bunt
S to • oloys
thatfocto4
Bowie Kahn's office as a general
t
single in the 13th ado elowithola off.
Wattb
Chicago at Detroit 2, twi-nite
aid,. replace It It sat eanaittor
counsel. Madden has served the topped Chicago, 6-2, Oakland inning to score Dave
i
j4
Johnson
ONE
HOUR,
your elic bock at way
Kan City at Clev 2, twi-nite‘
Last five years as American nipped Washington, 4-3, Mil- from third base.
clrug counter. NOW
at (doelee•
waukee beat New York, 4-1, Joe
League attorney.
Rudi doubled in the tiring
WOLLAPID DRUG CA
WILLIAM VERIGAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-A key
kesman for the National
cietball League owners beeves "the College All-Star
awe can't possibly take
lace" because of-the impasse

Pittsburgh Downs Atlanta
5-3; Chicago Tops Reds

Pepitone Is
Suspended

Sports Parade

Baseball Tourney
Planned At Hardin

Twins Edge Detroit
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100),

* 108 h.p. Engine
4444

,

* Top Speed 105 m.p.h.
*

r..
ICING ON THE CAKE-Stia Francisco Giants'es
tflelder Willie Mays tastes a piece of rake that
was Formatted to him In the dressing room July
18th after be got his 3,111186 Major league hit
In a
win over the Montreal Expos. Mays' second Inning
single made him only the 19th man to
reach the coveted 3,000 hit plateau rarher this season,
the Braves' Hank Aaron joined the
ftlastriona group that Ineuldes Immortals Ty Cobb
and Honns Wagner among others. One of the
others, Stan Mania!, was on band to see Mays rip on
0-2 delivery from Mike Wegener and add
another chapter to the records be has compiled
In his illustrious career.
-UPI Telephoto

* Automatic Transmission Available
* 4-Speed Transmission
Std.

Cruising Speed - 87 m.p.h.

(Syncromesh on Forward Gears)

Get Your Hands On A Toyota . . . You'll Never Let
Got!
See Bennie Jackson or Aubrey
Hatcher

HATCHER

AUTO
SALES

South 12th Street

Murray, Ky

Your Mercury-Toyota-GMC Truck Dealer
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CONGRATULATIONS FROM JESSE STUART—A goodcongratulations of
group of Calloway countians receives the
upon
noted Kentucky author and poet Jesse Stuart (right)
Writing
conclusion of the second annual three-week Creative
are L. J.
Workshop at Murray State University. Also shown
State and a
Hortin (left), director of journalism at Murray
(next to
member of the workshop faculty, and M. 0. Wrather
Workshop
Stuart), executive vice president of the university.
Mason_ _
participants shown are (left to right): Mrs. Marilynn
F.
Anne
Mrs.
d,
Stubblefiel
Sharon
Mrs.
Holton,
By Thurman Sensing
Forrest, Patsy
Mrs. Lanette
Jones. Mrs. Maui Anne Read, Mrs. Linda Overby,
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Mrs. Melhe 'loath. Ann Griffin. Don Rogers, and
Southern States Industrial Council Thurman.
the second
Mrs. Lochie Hart. Director of the workshop for
of the 87
each
to
s
certificate
presented
Stuart
year,
successive
17.
29-July
June
from
course
there
the
schools,
pported
completed
church-su
students who
THE NIA'S UNION
is greater oppotunity to insti- Enrollees studied low writinaiorms—short story, novel, poetry,
PHILOSOPHY
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
tute educational reforms that and articles
Education is supposed to re- stress standards of achievesult in prudence, enlighten- ment. Many public systems-, unment and fairness, but y ou fortunately, are committed to
would never know it judgLng passing students, irrespeptive
from the recent statement of of their level of achievement.
George D. Fishcher, Prealdeat For the educationists, public
senoonng Is oasieally s
iodation.
experience and mastering of
In an extraordinary and subject matter is not regarded
media. They
shocking statement, Mr. Fisch- as being of central importance. LEXINGTON, Ky. — Ken- groups, and news
special rolls at
er told the 108th NEA conven- Many parents believe so tucky's 4-H Ambassadors will ; also will have
and cerea
tion in San Francisco that he strongly in private and church- meet at Lake Cumberland 4-H 4-H activities, events
explain
hopes to win enactment of a connected schools that they ere Center, Aug. 4-6, to learn about monies and will help
participaots.
federal Law requiring school paying twice for the educat- their roles as 4-H representa- 4-H to prospective
their
districts to negotiate with the ion of their children — paying tives in their home counties leaders and donors in
legs.
counties.
be
specwould
of
Strikes
teachers.
in tuition and in taxes for the and to discuss topics
The Ambassadors Conference
tired. Then, Mr. Fischer said public system in their com- ial interest to youth.
will
will include training to prepare
on
the teachers' organizati
munity.
The Ambassadors — a ,boy these young people for their
control who enters and leaves Public education in the Unitthe profession and, "We can ed States clearly is in need of and a girl from each Kentucky roles as 4-H representative&
also control the training insti a drastic overhaul, for it is los- county plus a boy and a girl The program, planned around
from each urban area with an the theme "Tuning In and
tutions."
ing the confidence of the pubSuch remarks make one won- lic. The last straw for public organized 4-H program — will Turning On to the '70's," also
der what really happened Is education would be its infil- serve as official representatives will feature speakers and disbelief in education during the tration by the union spirit u of 4-H in their home counties cussions of topics that are spatial concerns of modern teems
NEA's growth. The philosophy reflected in Mr. Fischer's re- during the coming year.
Selected from among the ' Since the Conference is bevoiced by Mr. Fischer is the marks to the NEA convention
philosphy of the Teamsters Un- If the NEA believes it can turn top older 4-H'ers in each coun- ing held at the state's newest
ion and similar groups, a phi- the public schools into a clos- ty, these young people will re- 4-11 camping facility, Lake
losophy of contempt 'for the ed shop, it isn't accurately present 4411 at meetings of Cumberland 4-H Center, near
rights of the public and of tea- gauging the mood of parents other youth and adult groups Jabez, Ky., the usual camp acchers who don't want to join s of school children. The last and will report on the 4-H pro- tivities also will be part of the
gram to donors, governmental Conference.
union. '
thing parents and taxpayres
Ironically, it Is this philoso- want is teacher strikes. Teachphy that's making increasing ers who go on strike against
numbers of Americans disen- education of the nation's young
chanted with . public schools. people have no place in the
Mr: Fischer claimed there is"
. a classroom.
.
conspiracy" against education.
but the NEA seems to be the
only conspirator in sight. It is ONLY SIMILAR
.!onspiring to turn the schools HONITON, England f UPI —
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Parks in 1943, covers 27,700 acres in
the two its.
Into a caPtrae of what Is in *f- A court Wednesday fined Keith
carnisaioner W. .1
propose. park site will
- Of
app ic
acnotas a• a- be
little label on his cars a $189,000 grant from the Bu. be located on Frogue Peninprivate businesses that offer to windshield in place of an reau of Outdoor Recreation to sula, on the northern shore of
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4-H Ambassadors To Attend
Conference At' Cumberland

New State Park To Be
Built-At Dale Wow
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UK Specialist Says State
Needs More Sheep Farming

CHARCOAL
25% Off
GRILLS
CAST IRON
Special $18"
GRILLS Reg. $24"
WHITE MOUNTAIN

ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CRANK TYPE

4 & 6 QTS.

97

4 qt.

e,.$19.95

$1 1

6 qt.

Reg. $26.95

Summer Clearance On Lawn Mowers
PRICED BELOW COST

Type
POWER MOINWERS-Push
N
CARTO

Reg. $44"

20" - 3 h.p.

SPECIAL $3567

Reg. $6495

2 h.p.
1
22" Cut - 3/

SPECIAL

Reg. $7495 21" Cut. 344 h.p. Cast Aluminum Base
Reg.$7995

SPECIAL $5497

2 h.p.
1
Self-Propelled 22" Cut - 3/

Reg. $10995

$4697

SPECIAL $5697
SPECIAL $78"

2 h.p.
/
22" Cut - Cast Base - .31

••
.o.g••••••••••,•.PM...
.

Reg. $10995 Electric Start - 19" Cut - Heavy Base

SPECIAL $7887

Still Other Mowers At Other Prices Below Cost
CLEARANCE ON ALL

RIDING MOWERS
TRUETEST
8,14,,;, 32" Cut

Reg. 1499.95

$32995

Reg. '329.95

$23788

hi-11195

$263"

Reg. 1454.95

$34787

Reg. 1569.95

$4371°

Electric Start

Murray Mower
25" Cut - 7 h.p. Motor

SNAPER MOWER
25" Cut - 5 h.p.

SNAPER MOWER
30" Cut - 7 h.p.

SNAPER MOWER
30" Cut - Electric Start

EASY MONTHLY TERMS

LAMY BOY MOWERS
-GOING AT PRICES WAY BELOW COST "

SPECIAL
Reg. '84.95

21" Deluxe

21"

19"
$61”

Reg. s99.95
With Grass Catch&

SPECIAL

$745°

Reg. 1125.95

SPECIAL
$9367

With Grass Catcher

URRAY HOME & AUTO
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

PHONE 753-2571

.
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Seminar Is
Planned On
Behavior

THE LEDGER L
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Today's SEEN & HEARD . Newark Mayor
Is Convicted
Stock Market
(Ceswinued Frem Peas 1)

___

milli,KAY. KENTUCKY

Mayfiekhan Faces
Narcotics Charge
After Murray Wreck

THURSDAY - JULY 72. 1970

Quotes
From The
News

daughter, your sister...your
A Mayfield man has been
friend.
charged with operating a vehicle
I NEED YOUR HELP.
while under the influence of
NEW YORK (UPI)-Price
"I was created to give to the
A three-day seminar dealing
By ROBERT SLATER
runcotics following a single car
world GENTLENESS, UN- TRENTON,
with physical, academic and ftrriaed on the New York
N.J. (UPI)- accident on the Murray-Mayfield by United Press International
DERSTANDING, SERENITY,
behavorial problems of children Exchange today following
Former Newark Mayor Hugh J. Highway near Coldwater. in
WASHINGTON -Sen. Barry
am
I
new
LOVE.
appeal
by
AND
BEAUTY
the
Viet
Cong
will be held in Lexington July 26Addonixio and four others wigs Calloway Co. last week.
Goldwater, R-Ariz., saying the
30 by the Multidisciplinary In- with North Vietnam's approv finding it increasingly difficult to convicted Wednesday
Trooper
Police
Charles
State
on dor.
Vietnam War would be over by
stitute. All sessions will be at -for US. backing qf a ne fulfill my purpose.
ges of extortion and conspiracy Stevenson filed the charge now if he had been elected
Spindletop Research, Iron Works coalition government in Saigon "Many people in advertising, which the government
called against Phillip W Hargrove, 22, of president in 1964:
Shortly before noon, the UP motion pictures, television and
Road.
"cold-blooded, calculated" cor- 914 South 8th Street, following "There might not be much of
inner
marketwide
my
ignored
indicator
have
radio
wa
Lectures will be conducted by
a hearing in Murray Monday North Vietnam
left, but we
qualities and have repeatedly ruption in the state's largest afternoon.
Dr. James R. Watkins, Institute ahead 0.58 per cent after
city.
wouldn't have a war going on
director, and six other members mixed opening. Of the 1,29 used me ONLY as a symbol of The federal court jury
The charge was brought as over there."
found
SEX
the tape,
of the Institute staff. Dr. Watkins issues crossing
all five defendants guilty on all the result of an accident early
NOTICE
NOTICE
it
advances
humiliates
me;
topped
declines,
"This
679
to
said the first-day sessions wth
counts in the 64-count indict- Wednebda morning, July 15th,
WASHINGTO
-California'
N
s
prevents
336.
dignity;
it
destroys
my
aaver theory, the second day
The Dow Jones industrial me from being what YOU want ment arising from a kickback near Coldwater in Calloway Co. Chief Deputy Attorney General
evaluation ano the third
scheme from which the defen- when the car Hargrove was Charles A. O'Brien, telling a
average of 30 selected blue me to be
rehabilitation.
dants allegedly netted $1.4 driving turned over several times. Senate subcommittee of the
CREWEL — NEEDLEPOINT — YARNS
chips showed a gain of 4.73 at -an example ofA passenger in the car, William large quantity of military
The Multidisciplinary Institute 729.40.
DECOUPAGE
PAPER TOL'E — LAMP KITS
"Beauty, Inspiration and love- million from companies doing Parham,
117
Campbell
Court,
two
organized
by
1956
in
was
"The market may not have "Love for my children, love for business with the city of Mayfield, sustained injuries in material which gets stolen from
remedial reading teachers, a been ready to rally,"
West Coast military arsenals:
one my husband, love of my God and Newark.
4e2 South 12M Street
child psychologist and an op- analyst commented. He noted country.
The convictions carry maxi- the accident and was treated and
"We must recognize that
released
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 43171
from
C. W. and DORTPIA 5. JONES
the
tometrist. Designed to en- that at the outset the
market "I need your help to restore me mum sentences of 1,280 years Murray-Calloway' Co. Hospital. bombs are playing a larger role
PHONE (SIG) 75342114
OWNERS
compass the total spectrum of appeared to be in a "testing and to my true position., to ALLOW in jail and $640,000 in fines for
Hargrove also was injured and in our society than simply as
child development, the Institute probing" phase following sharp me to fulfill the PURPOSE
each defendant. U.S. District
treatment at the same the deadly tools of political
received
is now undertaking research in advances over the two previous WHICH I WAS CREATED.
Court Judge George H. Barlow hospital.
REAL ISTATII FOR SALA
terrorism. Many Americans REAL =TATO FOR SALM
child weeks.
pathology,
speech
"I know you will find a way." set no date for sentencing.
Calloway Co. Attorney Bob seem to use bombe just to get WATER FRONT lot, Pine Bluff KENIANA SHORES - Large
psychology, pediatric optometry, However, the analyst
Convicted
with
Addonizio Miller said following the hearing even with their enemies."
suggestShores (No. 204) commanding Lake frost lots - $2795 to $4,socil-economics, special
were former City Attorney Monday afternoon that Hargrove
ed that if the rally sustains
view of Kentucky lake. Shad- 405 - Free *vier "tap in" education, medical pediatri itself, it could
Philip
Gordon,
former
Public
HOUSTON
-Jack
person
only
charged
Floyd,
the
so
was
thoughts
beautiful
there
son ed by many large Oak trees.- restricted - an,all monthly
trigger a very Some
specialities and body dynamics. strong upsurge.
and well worth the contemplation Works Director Anthony La- far in connection with the case. of "Pretty Boy" Floyd the By owner, $2,895.00. Phone 753- payments at simple 6% interProfessional and lay persons In a formal
morte
and
Oklahoma
reputed
Attorney Miller said Hargrove
Mafia
outlaw of the 1930s, 7683.
statement the of every thinking person.
..1-35C
July-23-C est. Phone 436-5320.
interested in further information Viet Cong said
figures Joseph Biancone and was placed under bond and a describing his father:
any other
on the seminar may contact Mrs.
Ralph Vicaro.
hearing is scheduled at Murray at
KIIONLANA SHORES -- Large
"He had a great sense of THREE-BEDROOM brick
blem in the war can be
veJudy Endicott, Assistant Co- settled if Washington withdraws An advertisement by the New
Slumps in Seat
2 p.m. Monday, July 27th, in humor, too. He liked to neer, living
room, dining room, Ws in mobile home section
ordinator, 2459 Nicholasville its support of the present Kensington Veterans of Foreign Addonizio, beaten for re- connection with the case.
Lake amiss
jouglibouse a lot."
family room, laundry, eat - in Full Price 095
"InVestigation is continuing,"
• --Road, Lexington, phone 606-277Central water available -=
cm government.
kitchen, disposal, dishwasher,
Wars lust before Memorial Day. election by black candidate
Kenneth A. Gibson, sat slumped Attorney Miller said, TRENTON, N.J. -Former appliances, central beat
ar.c1 $10 down and $10 per month.
"0 L ORD, LEST I go my com2-25-C
Stocks on the upside included placent way; help me to in his seat with his head in his "concerning other persons who Newark Mayor Hugh J. Addoni- air. Excellent location. Consid- Phone 436-5320.
hands as the jury read its possibly could be involved in
Walt Disney and IBM, up about remember
the zio, commenting on his convic- er any reasonable offer. 401
WANT TO LIVE in the countion on each of 64 conspiracy and North 10th. 753-7844.
case."
2 each. Issues advancing a That somewhere out there a man verdict.
J-27-C try? One year.. old
three-bed"I can only say I'm terribly
etriteft so iscluded Du Pont, died for me today.
While Attorney Miller extortion charges, which could
room home, Dear Almo Heights,
disappointed," he said. "I will declined to my specifically how bring him a 1280-year prison
Standard Oil of Ohio, Bur- So long as there be war
(Continued From Pomo 1)
REDECORATED TWO bedroom 5 minute; to Murray. Howard
many other suspects are under sentence:
appeal."
roughs, Memorex, and Pola- I must ask and answer
frame on large lot in choice G. Buy, 753-1881.
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the stand I told location on Woodlawn neer
Am I worth dying for?"
William B. Miller, Superintold my story," Addonizio persons from Graves Co. are my story. The jury evidently University. To see this an d FARM FOR SALE: 25 scree,
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SMALL DOWNPAYMENT will
IMO JEEP, tour
buy a 3 bedroom home on Lynn
Cell
Sopa
two
CHOOSE YOUR carpeting in FOUR-BEDROOM, two
has
low Wiese%
to
Hwy., 'A mile West of
able
Kw
be
trick
home,
Grove
still
She/Psi
Etna
and
733.7100.
this house
It's
The 1% story floor
starts.
Murray.
month.
Yowl,'
school
loam
$115
move before
1961 RAMBLER station wagon plan has 2 bedrooms, living
a beautiful four bedroom brick ply at Ledger wed Timm TEC
1-23-P room, dining room, kitchen,
Phone 753-4024.
with 2% baths, large living OFFICE SPACE In National
room,
laundry and bath on the main
dining
seperate
,
-room
1967 CAPRICE four door hardHotel, minimum, 600 feet. Heat
,
the third bedroom is lofireplece
with
den
spacious
top, 396, power and air. Phone floor;
and oar conditioner furnished.
the second floor. This
built
on
all
air,
cated
and
central heat
.1-24-C
753-7271.
Retwadel to suit tenant. ConIs a well built and well mainLos in kitchen. Located in Rob- tact Ed Frank Kirk at Diugulds.
tained home.
ertson School diatrict Buy now
listed
J-311-C
1989. PONTIAC Catalina two SMALL DOWNPAY/dENT will
Murray State University will offer for sale by sealed bids the houses
air
and choose your own floor covfactory
door hardtop with
at Murray
also buy a large 4 bedroom
unfurnished
TWO-BEDROOM
below. Bids will be received in the office of the Director of Planning
erings.
and all power. 1969 Chevrolet home in Hazel. This home has
on
tawn
from
beat,
MILES
central
1970
t,
3
30,
duplex apartmen
ONLY
Impala two door hardtop with
State University until 21)0 P.M. July
a total of 7 rooms and bath. Loblacktop road is the location air conditioned, carpeted, stove.
factory air, and power steer- cated near the center of town
bedroom
three
Couples only. Phone 753-8067.
of this large
ing Cain and Taylor Gulf Stat- on a 120' a 170' lot. In exJuly-23-P
WO,It has extra large famion. Corner of 6th and Main. cellent condition and priced at
ily room, utility room, spacious
1-25-C
of
g
dwellin
6
room
a
is
This
buildon
Avenue.
CIAL
Hamilt
COMMER
1612
only $7,000.
1. House located at
kitchen with range, dishwash- LARGE
sq.
4000
area.
down town
ing,
truck.
carpost,
pick-up
O
double
EICAMIN
room,
ion.
3988
foundat
block
livjr
e
er,
frame construction of concret
ATTRACTIVE 2 bedroom brick
outlet, warehouse
V8, power steering, like new home at 904 N. 17th Street.
beautiful one acre lot. Priced feet. Retail
rewill
all
Owner
space.
office
or
Yorker,
New
$18,000.
Chrysler
1967
ts sell at
You must see the interior to
See Ed
2_ House located at 1613 Calloway Avenue. This is a 5 room dwelling of
power and air. Cain and Tay- appreciate its spaciousness. LoSHADE, SHADE and more model to suite tenant.
1-27-C
753-1283.
call
or
Kirk
8th
F.
of
brand
t.
Corner
lor Gulf Station.
shade surrounds this
distance
frame construction with a partial basemen
1-25-C cated within walking
and Main.
new three bedroom house. It CABIN AT PINE Bluff Shoves.
and it is ay
universit
the
of
has two full baths, central heat Phone 753-5087 after 5:00 p.m.
3. House located at 1615 Calloway Avenue. This'is a 5 room concrete block
1966 FORD Fairlane kwo door vailable immediately.
end air, cupetting throughout,
brick
3-23-P
hardtop. V8, power steering, LIKE NEW 3 bedroom
with
garage
slab.
e
room,
concret
a
on
living
re
structu
large
, new tires. Local car. 'Iome in Fairview Amok It
automatic
in
ins
lake
built
bedroom
boor,
THREE
LARGE
electric eye
a
1968 Buick Skylark. Power miles SE. of Murray. Bei
the kitchen, paved drive and front cottage on lake. Rent by
factory living
mom, kitchen-family'
brakes,
and
steering
Immedday or week. Phone 753-7573.
the lot is extra huge.
the
air. Real sharp Cain and Tay- room, sliding glass doors to
iate possessien and priced for
of 6th' backyard, utility room, 1% cerCorner
Station.
Gulf
lor
by
immediate sale.
eetside,
The above listed houses are offered for sale to the highest and best bidder
amic baths, •
and Main.
4 )ilifE. FURNISHED one bed*
NEW THREE tetarreen"
Avail,let.
1970.
256'
a
30,
128'
July
P
M.,
storage,
2:00
and
until
carpeted,
t,
apartmen
sealed bids
-Or
located on nice shady lot. This room
1963 DODGE DART two sio
-able August 1st.
Located 100
ed.
condition
air
but
d
complete
quite
17
one is not
hardtop, GT, local ear.
3 BEDROOM BRICK at 1820
South 13th Street. Married couyou can move before school
Buick LaSabre four door hard- Catalina. Has central gas heat
of each house will be required to remove same from the lot and
er
purchas
The
Control.
Pest
Kelly's
only.
ple
in
ins
starts. 1% baths, built
top, power steering and brakes. and air, I% ceramic baths, kit- •
No phone calls please. 1-23-C
clear the site of rubble by September 30, 1970.
kitchen, central beat and air,
Factory air. Cain and Taylor chen built-ins, draperies, carcarpeting, large patio, family NEW DUPLEX, unfurnished,
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and peting, large lot In Robertson
mem,
1115-(7
-room, utility, living room. In two bedroom, fully carpeted,
made on .a-lump sum basis for- each -house-and- pay7yiert-will7be7---be
will
Sale
Scnooi uistrict.'
--.
Robertson School district.
•Va.e.e4e.c ec-lo
evaLet!.
upon
ately
ity*
immedi
State
Univers
3 BEDROOM BRICK at 1710
Murray
to
check
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power
cash
all
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made
LLE,
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is
1964
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ILY
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age disposal. Phone 753-2048.
Calloway. Has extra largo
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Ford
ing
houses
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1967
inspect
air.
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interest
Person
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award.
sale
brick
and
the
of
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notifica
1-23-C
this four or five bedroom
throughout, 194 cemanie-,'
rooms
ion.
transmiss
automatic
tration
that
Adminis
tina,
house. It has one room
contart Ted Bradshaw, Director of Planning, Room 216A of the
kitchen built-ips, drapbaths,
Gulf
Taylor
priand
home,
Cain
Local car
and 4:30 P.M.
could be used for an extra bed- VACANT MOBILE
A.M.
8:00
at
between
762-3809
ne
telepho
by
air conditioners. Locat/
2
g,
or
Buildin
eries,
d.
n
a
6th
of
month.
Station. Corner
room, den or recreation room. _vete yard. $7000 per
west of the tard:'
blocks
PA
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1-25-C
for
Main.
Has nice fireplace in family Also guitar and mandolin
versity.
d
from
be
may
obtaine
on
1-25-NC
Bid forms for submitting bids the above listetl houses
room, carpeting throughout, sale Phone 753-8333
1968 CHRYSLER 300, power DUPLEX ON LYNN Grove
disposal, range, dishwasher THREE-BEDROOM
Ted Bradshaw, Room 216A, Administration Building, Murray State University
brick on
steering and brakes. Factory Hwy. Both of the 3 bedroom
space;
and an excess of storage
Campus.
air 1965 Chevrolet convertible, units are completely furnish312 Ii-van. Phone 492-8283
This one has it all and is loV8 automatic. Cain and TayiGs ed, including wall to wall carcated on one of Murray's nicest
Station. Corner of fith and peting. Has a double garage,
Gulf
NICE FURNISHED apartment.
street&
1-25-C good well, 380 ft deep lot.
Main.
NEAR KY. LAKE is this neat Available August 8. Air conGood investment property that
ANY
T
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY RESERVES THE RIGHT TO REJEC
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two
Power
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Fe=
wagon.
and
College
station
No pets. 1610
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blacktop road
AND ALL BIDS.
terest.
1-25-C
steering'and brakes and air. 21 ACRES CHOICE LAND near
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hardtop.
1965 Pontiac, two door
built in range and dishwashe
Oaks Country Club. This will
ROOM furnished house
1969 Malibu with factory air make someone a -• nice small
storm windows and doors and THREE
air
heat,
electric
bath,
with
and power. Two door hardtop. farm or excellent development
can be bought at a bargain.
garage. On old
TREMICNIX)US is the best way conditioner,
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limits.
city
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D
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SALO
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trailer,
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BEDROOM
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Murray on a good gravel
can rent a shampooer for only Hawley Bucy 492-8120 after $ M. Sanders. Phone 382automatic, power steering and of
rooms, living room, kitchen basement apartment. 1966 Pon- Phone 753-7656 or 7534211L
Aug -11-C Farmington, Kentucky.
road. Full price $8,000.
p.
si.
1-25-C
K.
Big
at
$1.00
tires,
-1C
good
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August
factory
two
and
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with, built ins, den
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tiac Catalina convertible for
FRAME house on 194
low mileage. Phone 753-4518 3 ROOM
baths on main Door and large sale. Phone 753-8294.
1-35-P FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. ash ENGLISH Grandfather Clock. SAWS rrum, lawn mowers and
North on US441.
miles
3
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family recreation room with
after 6.00 p.m.
four. Walnut. Over 100 pairs old email appliances repaired and
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ft.
camper
highway
truck
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over
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any
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fireplace, kitchen, bath, a n d
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Signmy
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other
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Street.
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Increased Support For
Administration Welfare
Reform Program Is Seen
Following • sudden drop in ter to the authorities for reMay, increased support for the medial action
Are reAdministasitteutOn the basis of the Federaform program that inclixies a tion conversations with White
minimum income for a family House officials on this issue,
of four of $1,600 per year, is there appears to be a strong
registered by the nation's in- feeling that correction of soy
dependent businessmen.
abuses of the proposed n e w
This is shown by the respon- eystem would depend to a large
dents to the continuous field extent on the vigilance exercissurvey of the National Feder- ed by the local communities.
ation of Independent Business.
If the Congress agrees to
The June tabulation shows 59 these revisions it appears that
this
May
percent in favor. In
a great assay objections to the
percentage dropped to 57 per- Administration's welfare procent after holding at 60 per- gram would be answered, bascent through the first quarter ed on some of the following
of the year, and into April.
typical comments.
Judging from volunteer comAn upper Ohio state manurespondmany
by
ments made
facturer with 28 employees who
to
appears
ents, the attitude
supports the proposal says, "No
be "most anything is better person should receive welfare
are
than the welfare mess we
payments if they have refused
in at present"
accept employment they are
to
The majority of the business- capable of doing."
men-respondents are located in
A Texas food retailer with
the smaller communities and seven employees who also suphave long been plagued with ports the proposal says, "I think
the problem of employing peo- It is perfectly fine to help people to perform unskilled tasks. ple who try to help themselves.
According to hundreds of re- But we find that people don't
ports that have come into the take jobs when they are sent
Federation, the refusal to work from the unemployment office.
is based on the assertion of the So the restriction' will have to
welfare recipient that he can- be rigid and hate $0.
1m Ma
not afford to lose his benefits forced."
does
that
by accepting a job
A retailer in a small Soatk
not give him the income, after Dakota town with three emtaxes. now supplied by welfare. ployees also in favor of the
There has also long been ex- proposed new plan comments,
pressed by independent busifeel that people on welfare
nessmen the thought that there should be screened much Cofcontrol
local
closer
should be
er."
of welfare abuses.
A Florida proprietor with 14
aware
White House officials,
' laya, "I am “Iri
employee
Ptak
aSe”pniatts at these
mpaiitosi,
rimer
inessmen, have informed the grams we have today for peoFederation that the House pass- ple that are able to work. I
ed bill as now amended and operate
small wholesale food
awaiting action in the Senate business and help is getting
enproblem
the
ease
drould
more and more to the point of
countered by many smaller 'why work?',"
aland
help,
firms in securing
A Minnesota manufacturer
so provide for closer local sur- with 12 employees who is opveillance of welfare.
posed to the proposed legislaAs explained by these offic- tion says, "Years ago when our
ials, the $1,800 minimum in- country was young, people who
come for a hypothetel family needed help depended on friof four is tweed on $500 for ends and neighbors. These peoeach of the adults, and $400 ple were close to them and
each for the children.
able to determine what, if any,
If an adult is offered a job, help was needed. In my opinand refuses to accept, the po- ion welfare ought to be turned
tential employer would have a balsa to local control."
responsibility to inform the
welfare authorities of this fact
with the adult losing $500 in CHEATERS NEVER WIN
benefits.
LEWIS, England (UPI) —A
These officials also state that court fined Andrew Henely, 21,
elimshould
mother provoo
$48 Wedriesdy after he pleaded
inate another possible problem. guilty to having articles used
This would involve a case where for cheating.
the father elects to spend reAuthorities said he duped
lief payments in saloons, or to teen-agers at a pop music
otherwise squander the income festival last May, selling dyed
to the detriment of the femily saccharin tables as LSD and
welfare. The mother in such a
curry powder, gravy cubes,
situation ceuld file a complaint
herbs arid plasticine as mariwith the welfare administration and get the money paid juana
over to her.
In the event both adult' purAustralia was first setded
sue a similar course to the
ty 717 esinviem4eireweliew 4440
fare, any citizen aware of the women.
situation could report the mat-
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SPACE SAVER
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Coated
Seat

Boiler Law Will BeEnforced
ipti to the situation, Woods met
with Public Safety.. CciMMIssioner William 0. Newman and
the State Board of Boiler Rules who, agreeing that the offending boilers could be safely
operated with the proper main
tenance and attention, issued a
directive permitting their continued use under a regular
safety inspection program.
Copies of the directive, mailed last week to all inspectors,
According to the State Pub- manufacturers, engineers, arclill
1k Safety Department's Chief tects, and plumbing and heatBoiler Inspector Claude R. ing contractors in Kentucky,
Woods, a number of public fac- also state that each boiler must
ilities were found to be oper- be clearly labeled with a its eating boiler systems which did issued notice of provisional au-,
not measure up to the require- tbcoity, good for the life of
ments of Kentucky's boiler that boiler only.
When replacement is requirsafety law (KRS Chapter 236).
The Kentucky Act sets min- ed. the new boiler must meet
imum standards for installation, construction specifications esmaintenance and operation of tablished by the American Socdi- iety of Mechanical Engineers
all hot water supply boilers
or (ASME) and bear that organizagas
oil,
with
fired
rectly
electricity and exceeding a heat tion's seal of approval, Woods
per said. And all new systems, inInput of 200,000 BTU's
hots; water temperature of 200 stalled after July 1, must meet
degrees Fahrenheit; or a nor- current requirements of RES
gal- Chapter 236 and the ASKS
mal water capacity of 120
lons.
"If they do not meet those
"Under the language of that
requirements," Woods continu1962 law," Woods said, "it w
tha ed, "we will refuse to approve
mandatory
technically
ng
every uncoded boiler in the their operation by withholdi
the State-required certificate
state be immediately repl
inspection and Kentucky serwith an approved system."
anyBut the burden which suc ial nu/Wier. In addition,
on
a
operdte
placed
to
g
have
attemptin
would
one
an order
contractors and plumbers wi unapproved boiler will be sutli-1
ject to penalties as provided
not only unrealistic but,
amount under the law.
some cases, could have
h
Woods said that revised cop
ed to financial disaster,
lea of Kentucky's boiler laws
said
woui are now being printed and will
"One man tad us It
coin be available to the public about
cost more than $30,000 to
order, moue Oct 1 Anyone desiring a copy
ply' with such an
And, ther should send one dollar to the
to bankrupt him."
in th Boiler Inspection Bureau, Deacre many more caught
continu partment of Public Safety,
same position, Woods
State Office Bldg, Frankfort,
ed.
soiut
a
40601.'
Bad
to
Ky.
effort
-1*-ela-

_on.r Kimball
Special Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. — A misunderstanding by some builders said plumbers about what
constitutes an approved hot
water supply boiler very nearly precipitated an explosion
here recently.
But it wasn't the kind of explosion usually associated with
het water
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the draft law l,!
future student de
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appeared today.
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Rivers revealed
action 'Thursday I
House that a subo
...____Ltaarted "a review
draft law."
Rivers' action a
by
House
the
leadership. House
Gerald R. Ford
for one, has said h
to be convinced
favor an eliminatii
deferments.
The immediate
Rivers' decision, i
r
was that your
college next fall
assured of deferm
would
Iroctasal
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starting Sunday, .
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Sunday with a t
served at noon folb
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services will be 1
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